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ABSTRACT 

THE TEACHING PROFESSION IN THE MULTICULTURAL EDUCATIONAL 
FRAMEWORK: 

A Case Study in Native Communities of Cauca, Colombia 

WILLIAM GARCIA BRAVO 

This thesis delves into geographical and historical accounts to anive at an 

understanding and detailed description of the development of teacher training programs in 

the native regions of Cauca, Colombia. It raises some critical issues which allow us to 

understand the conternporary educational problerns and demands that the natives make 

from the Colombian State. The study also documents the important role that natives have 

played over the long history of the evolution of the Colombian educational system. 

This thesis is based on a review of the literature, govemment and official documents, 

participant observation and information gathered from 50 autobiographical self-reports 

of teachers in training. Its main contribution is to bring together a lot of varied and 

scattered information on teachers and the teaching profession in Colombia. It also 

proposes an initial classification and typology of native teachers. This thesis will be a 

useful resource for policy makers, program developers and researchers interested in better 

understanding educational issues that matter to native communities in Colombia as well 

as in the improvement of teacher training programs in multicultural settings and in 

developing countries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis presents the main results obtained from the research project entitled, The 

Teaching Profession in the Multicultural Educational Framework: A Case Study in Native 

Communities of Cauca, Colombia. 

Conducted in Colombia, this research took into consideration the high level of ethnic, 

cultural and social diversities as well as the on going educational reform movement that 

began in 1994. Multiculturalism is a new political agenda of humanity, which offers a 

wide range of possibilities in order to deal with diversity and pluralism in modern 

Western societies. 

This study attempts to understand and to explain the teaching profession in the native 

regions of Colombia where such high ethnic, cultural and social diversities CO-exist. 

Knowing this, it is possibIe to improve the teaching profession and the teachers' social 

conditions through the up dating of teacher training programs. 

In this study, the methodology involved some activities such as: observations of 

teaching practices in some classrooms, observation of daily life of teachers in their own 

communities, interactive conversations on the teaching profession with some teachers and 

administrators and some workshops on the theme with some groups of teachers. 

Similarly, an extensive literature review of governmental documents and academic 

literature was very important. The course-class notes of the Educational Studies Program 

were another important resource of knowledge. 

In addition, in-service teachers of different backgrounds made 50 autobiographies (self- 

reports) about their professional practices as well as their own lives. The personal 

experience during 10 years working in the area and the contact with several teachers, 



administrators, native organisations and so on was very important to do this research. For 

clarity, the text of this thesis has been organised into four chapters. 

Chapter One presents the geographical context of the study area in Cauca, Colombia 

where natives live in very multicultural settings. In such areas, natives are Living 

according to both their own ways of life and extemal influences from the society at large. 

School has been one of the most important external institutions adopted by natives since 

the turn of the century. 

Chapter Two shows the different influences and roles that natives have played in the 

school-based educational system in Colombia during different epochs. The historical 

perspective raises some critical issues, which allow us to understand some of the actual 

educational problems and demands that natives have with the Colombian State in recent 

years. Chapter Two states the main roles that natives have played over the long history of 

the evolution of the Colombian educational system. 

Using the geographical and historical backgrounds outiined in the previous two 

chapters, Chapter Three delves into the understanding and analysis of teachers and the 

teaching profession in the native regions of Cauca, Colombia. This chapter attempts to 

defend the idea that teachers are both professionals of teaching as weIl as human beings 

with ethnic, cultural and social backgrounds that influence their professional roles. Such 

roles and identities should be considered when new teacher training programs are 

proposed and in-service teachers are evaluated. 

From the aforementioned information, Chapter Four proposes some of the main factors 

that detennine the teachers' identity and roles in rnulticultural settings. There are several 

aspects of multiculturalisrn, education and the teaching profession, which are analysed 

within the chapter. 



The research and reflection on these points are significantly usefil for improving the 

teacher training programs. Teachers are indispensable in education. Thexefore, it is very 

important to develop an academic understanding of their identity, their role and the 

challenges that they face in a multicultural educational framework. Detennining the 

profiles of teachers who cm play an important role in multicultural communities would 

provide an opportunity to contribute to the improvement in education for natives and al1 

Colombians. 

The main contribution of this thesis has been to bnng together a lot of information on 

teachers and the teaching profession in Colombia and propose an initial classification and 

types of native teachers. Such a classification will be a useful resource for the 

improvement of teaching training programs and to understand educational issues that 

matter to native comrnunities in Colombia. 

Finally, this research bas-been useful because it promotes a better understanding of one of 

the largest and most important professions in the world, teaching. Similady, this study 

provides a better understanding of sorne educationai matters in both multicultural settings 

and in developing countries. In addition, we, as professors, might better understand our 

own roles, practices and identities. Furthemore, we hope that the readers of this report 

will enjoy and enrich their own reflections. 



CHAPTER ONE 

GEOGRAPHICAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT OF THE STUDY AREA: 

NORTH-EAST OF CAUCA, COLOMBIA 

1 .I General Geographical Information 
Cauca is considered a province with a high social and natural diversityl (DNP, 1991; 

Potess, 1991; Van Velzen, 1992). It is located in the southwestern region of Colombia, 

and lies between 0' 57" and 3' 20" Lat. N and 75' 48" y 77' 57" Long. W occupying the 

2,7% of the Colombian territory (CRC, 1984). Cauca belongs to the region where the 

Andean, Amazonian and Pacific systems converge. The Cauca province has 12 natural 

regions, 19 zones of life (based on Holdridge's classification, 1978; CRC, 1984) and 

eight vegetal formations (based on Cuatrecasas' classification, 1958). Its geography is 

made up of altitudes between O m and 5,750 rn and several climate regions (Sanabria, 

1996 p. 1). 

h the southwest side of the country, the Andean system, which continues from 

Ecuador, is divided into three mountain ranges (cordilleras) in the province of Cauca. 

This region is known as the Macizo Colornbiano. The three Cordilleras -Occidental, 

Central and Oriental- diverge toward the north and are separated by deep valleys and big 

rivers. The northeast of the Cauca province is occupied for part of the Cordillera Central 

and it constitutes the area of study of this thesis (Map 1). 

' "Colombia is called a 'megadiversity country'. With an area of 1.138,914 sq. km, or 0,77% of the 
emerged continental masses, Colombia has about 10% of the total flora and fauna of the planet." (Van 
Velzen, H. 1992 p.8). Similady, officia1 reports of the Colombian government state that 84 native (Indian or 
Aboriginal) groups live in the country. Also, Afrocolombian and Mestizo people (mixed of white and 
native) live in Colombia (Department0 Nacional de Planeaci6n-DNP, 1991). 



Map 1. STUDY AREA IN CAUCA, COLOMBXA 

RESOURCE: Rappaport, J. 1982. 

GARCIA, W., Concordia University. Montreal, 1998. 



Similady, Cauca is the province in Colombia with the highest native population 

(107.309 habitants), which represents 25,55% of the total native population. It is 

inhabited by seven native gmups such as Paeces (60,116 habitants), Yanaconas (17,530 

habitants), Guarnbianos (1 0.188 habitants), Coconucos (4.599 habitants) and Totor6s 

(2.937 habitants). The Pacific zone is inhabited by the Emberas (1.434 habitants) and the 

southeast (the foot of the Amazonian system) is inhabited by the Ingas (500 habitants) 

(Departamento Nacional de Planeacion-DNP, 199 1). In addition, afrocolombian 

communities live in the Pacific region and valleys of the south (Rio Patia) and north ( R h  

Cauca) of the province. Finally, mestizos, (people of white and native parentage), rnake 

up the majority of the population who live in the capital city Popaytin and in the main 

towns on the outskirts of the province. Some comparative data of this social and natural 

diversity are shown in the Table 1. 

Table 1. COMPARATIVE DATA OF DIVERSITY OF COLOMBIA, CAUCA AND QUEBEC 

- - m M  .:; ".. ., 

Total territory 

Total population 

Native groups 

Official 
Languages 

Natural regions 

Natural zones of 
Iife 

Population of 
capital city 

1.138,914 sq. km 

33.000,000 habitants 

84 native groups plus 3 
afrocolombians plus 
mestizos 

Spanish and 67 native 
languages 

5 world regions: Andes, 
Amazon, Pacific, Caribbean 
and Orinoquia 

22 (Holdridge's 
classification) 

Bogotk 8.000,Oûû habitants 

. > .  CAUCA 

30,750 sq. km 

970,000 habitants 

7 native groups plus 2 
afrocolombians plus 
mestizos 

Spanish and 4 native 
languages 

3 world regions: Andes, 
Amazon and Pacific 

19 (Holdridge's 
classification) 

Popayh: 300,000 habitants 

1.540.680 sq. km 

6.925'000 habitants 

12 native groups plus 
rnany immigrant groups 

French and English 
languages 

Lowlands along St. 
Lawrence River valley 
separates the Laurentian 
Mts. to the north and the 
Appalachian Mts. to the 
south. Canadian shield 
landscape dominates 
nonh 

Varies from subartic to 
continental 

Quebec city: 645,550 
habitants 



1.2 Northeasf of Cauca, Colombiu: Study Area 

The northeastem area of Cauca is the region located east of the Rio Cauca. This river is 

bom in the municipdity of Puracé, flows down dong eastem side of Cordillera Central, 

crosses the Popay6.n mesa and continues toward the north dong the Cordillera. Cauca is 

one of the most important rivers in Colornbia. The Cauca river and its valley separate the 

Central and Occidental Cordilleras. In this region it is possible to distinguish three 

zones: a) the mesa of Popayh, b) the Cauca valley and c) Central Cordillera. (Cortés, 

1985 p. 1). Similarly, this region is divided into 12 municipalities. Native people dwell 

mainly in nine of these municipalities. Map 2 shows a panoramic vision of the described 

region and the area of study. 

In Cauca, the Central Cordillera occupies a huge area (5,910 sq. km). The Central 

Cordillera is the highest cordillera in Colombia. There are mountains and volcanoes 

above 4,000 m in altitude: the ~ e v a d o ~  del Huila (5,750 m), the Volcanoes of Puracé 

(4,600 m) and Sotara. Adso the rnountains of Aguablanca, Paletara and El Canelo. Al1 the 

peaks of the cordillera are above 3,000-m conforme a special fringe called pArarno) 

located on both sides of the cordillera. Refening to the environments in this region Van 

Velzen States, 

In the northem Andes the following vegetation zones c m  be distinguished as 
based on the initial subdivision of Cuatrecasas (1934, 1958; Van der Harnmen et 
al., 1983, 1984, 1989; Van der Hammen and Cleef, 1986; Rangel, 1991): lowland 
tropical forest (0-1000 m alt.); Subandean (lower mountain) tropical forest (1000- 
2300 rn ait.); Andean (upper mountain) tropical forest (2300-3200/3600 rn aIt.); 
High Andean forest (3000/3500-3500/3900 rn alt.); p h m o  (above 3200/3900 m 
alt.). The limit of the vegetation zones may differ considerably (as indicated), 
according to a difference in local conditions (temperature, humidity, wind 
protection) (1992, p.3). 

Nevado is an area in the Andean region consisting of high mountains which are permanently covered with 
ice 

The P h m o  is defined as some vast regions above 3.000 m on the Cordilleras. These regions are very 
cold, with high hurnidity, often cloudy with rainy weather. Sorne of these regions have snow al1 year long. 
Their soi1 is pennanently saturated with water. The animals and the vegetation are very different from one 
region to another and humans cannot inhabit these regions permanentIy. 



Map 2. NORTWEAST OF CAUCA, COLOMBIA 

RESOURCE: Sanchez, E., (DNP), 1991. 

GARCIA, W., HAMALIAN, A. Concordia University. Montreal, Canada, 1997. 



The geographical context described is strongly related to the life of its inhabitants; their 

patterns of occupation, economy, social life, culture, even the biological pattems are 

determined by the natural environment of the Centrai Cordillera. The pattern of 

settlement of native people in this region is dispersed. Each farnily builds its home at 

relatively long distances from the others, except in the small towns where a commercial 

area is setup. 

Thus, communications are limited and roads are scarce between towns and/or families; 

when these exist, conditions are very bad. This pattern of settlement is traditional among 

îhe native people of this region, especially the paeces4. It also constituted an important 

means of resistance against Spanish conqueres who found these warrior tribes Iocated in a 

v a t  and inaccessible territory called Tierdentro  (Land that is in) (Findji and Rojas, 

1985). Presently, people tend to live dong the main road and near the rivers but they 

maintain their dispersed lifestyle (Cortés, 1986; Rappaport, 1982). 

Given the scarce accessibility to communications, native people tend to have local and 

lirnited relationships. First, people communicate with their few neighbors, and secondly 

with the people of the resguardo5. Little by little, contact with other groups increases as 

populations live near the towns or they descend from the high places of the Cordillera. 

There is a predominance of native languages due to limited contact between towns, mass 

cornaiunications and new technologies. In addition, the relationship between nature and 

humans is stronger than in the towns or cities. This relationship is mainly based on their 

native cultural pattems through traditional agriculture. Corn is the main plant grown by 

native communities (Sanabria, 1996; Rappaport, 1982). 

4 Paez people represent the biggest native cornmunities in Cauca and the second one in Colombia. They are 
a strong group culturally and politically in the country. 

A resguardo would be the equivalent of a reserve in North America. This institution was restored in the 
Colonial epoch (XVII Century) by Spain in order to administrer the native population in South America. 
Actually, it is a legal institution that is recognised by the government. While the Resguardo is the territory, 
the Cabildo is its governrnent. The cabildo is elected each year by the native population and the general 
chief is called Gobernador. Actually, the resguardo and the cabildo are required to be part of the native 
traditions and this idea has been useful for keeping the ownership of the land in the natives' hands 



Around agricultural activities of the region, natives establish relationships with the land 

and nature. This constitutes an important part of the culture and gives them an identity in 

the face of other nations. Agriculture is mainly for their own consumption and 

secondarily for commercial activities. The products are relatively diversified due to the 

different natural environments in the Cordillera (fiom 1,000 m to 4,000 m of alt.). It is 

relatively easy to notice the environmental change when climbing or descending the 

cordillera. Natives tend to live in the moderate or wann ecosystem (1,000-2,000 m). 

Occasionally, they travel to the paramo for short periods. However, they cultivate and use 

resources from al1 the different environments (four main climate regions) (Sanabria, 

1994). 

The geography is also reflected in the cuItural models of life. The majority of myths are 

related to the pdrarno and the water. The legendary heroes were born in the lakes and in 

the pdramos. Each year, the cabildo must go to a special lake in order to "refrescar" 

(reinvigorate) the symbol of authority: a kind of cane (called Chonta). Some of the most 

important gods are the thunder (Tata Wala: the father who lives above us) and the 

rainbow (K'thüs: the owner of the bogs or marsh). 

In reference to education, the present models of school-based education cause some 

problerns for the native population. Because the families live so dispersed, some children 

have to walk two hours to school every day. The academic schoolwork schedule is al1 day 

in each school; therefore, some children can not go home for lunch and the schools do not 

have cafeterias. Thus, the children get sick easily making the teacher's work more 

difficult. Cortés states: 

De 70 nifios de la escuela El Empalizado de Paletard, 10 no alcanzan a ir a 
almorzar. De fiambre traen una botella con agua de panela o café y papa O 



arepa. Es necesario calentartes el alimento para contrarrestar el ,Fi0 pero la 
escuela no cuenta con los implementos necesarios. ( 1  985, p. 1 1 l6 

1.2.1 Population Patterns of Socio-Cultural Groups in the Study Area 

Native groups such as Paeces, Guambianos, Totoroes and Coconucos (approx. 75,000 

habitants) live in the region as well as Afrocolombians (approx. 25,000 habitants) and 

Mestizos (approx.76,ûûû habitants). These groups share some patterns of settlement 

dong the cordillera but also in a pattern of altitude. Thus, while native groups 

predominately live between 2,000 and 3,000 m of altitude (cold climate), mestizos 

predominantly live between 1,000 and 2,000 m (moderate climate). Both afrocolombians 

and mestizos also tend to live under 1,000 m (warrn climate). The latter are not in our 

study area; they do not live in the Central Cordillera, rather in the valiey of the Cauca 

River. 

Afrocolombians have contact with native people in the intermediate level (between 

1,000 and 2,000 m), where the mestizos also live. Thus, these areas could be actuaily 

considered as places with permanent multiethnic and rnulticultural relationships based on 

CO-habitation, economy, study, communications, etc. The other native cornmunities 

frequently establish contact with different groups when they go to the public markets and 

to the administrative and municipal offices. They tend to establish more contact with the 

outside world through radio, television, school and teachers. In addition, many tourists 

from different countries visit the area for short periods of time. The United Nations has 

declared this area a heiitage site. Thus, these areas could also be considered places with 

frequently multiethnic and multicultural relationships. To explain the latter assumptions 

on multiculturd settings in the study area, 1 quote Dr. Cortés' outline about the 

distribution of the population in this region (See representation 1). 

Of 70 children of El Empalizado School in Paletara, 10 cannot go home for lunch. Thus, they bring to 
school a bottle of sweet water (sugar cane) or coffee and potatoes or arepa (food of corn). It is necessary to 
heat Uie food to combat the cold weather but the schooI does not have the necessary implements (Cortés, 
1985. p. 11).  
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He states the distribution of population following a pattern of altitude in the north-east 
area as: 

De los 2500 rnetros sobre el nivel del rnar hacia arriba la poblacion es 
homogéneamente indigena, excepto por pequeiïas dreas de colonizaci6n cercanas 
a las pocas carreteras transversales que atraviesan el phamo. Toda esa franja es 
territorio de resguardo ... Por encima de los 3000 rnetros la poblacion es 
absolutamente mikirna y a los 3500 rnetros desaparece totalmente ... . 

La franja de 2500 a 2000 metros sobre el nivel del rnar es una zona 
predorninantemente i dgena  en cuanto a poblacion y territorios 
(resguardos) .... Por debajo de los 2000 metros la zona es mas campesina que 
indfgena ... Entre 1500 rnetros y el valle predomina la poblacih negra, le sigue la 
poblacih rnestiza siendo los indfgenas una excepcion. El grafico I representa un 
corte longitudinal de la cordillera y esquematiza la distribucion de los grupos 
éinicos por pisos temicos. (Cortés, 1985. pp.25-26)7 

Sirnilarly, Dr. Cortés (Idem pp. 26-32) states a longitudinal pattern of distribution of the 

population located in the north-east of the province of Cauca. Following a route from 

south to north dong the Cordillera (See the map 2), first one can see the entire 

municipality of Puracé with three resguardos. These resguardos belong to the ethnicity 

Coconuco. They maintain their cabildos and sorne cultural traditions but they have lost 

part of their native identity; their language disappeared several generations ago with no 

vestiges that permit its recuperation. 

Next, we find the municipality of Totor6 with four resguardos and a native 

community8. The native population of this municipality is very heterogeneous. They 

maintain a part of their own language that is different fiom Paez and Guambiano (the two 

main native languages of the region). In the resguardo of Polindar6 the native language 

' ~ h e  population in the Central Cordillera is homogeneously native 2,500 m above sea level, except small- 
colonised areas near the few roads. Al1 of this fringe temtory belongs to the resguardo ... Between 3,000 m 
and 3,500 m the population is minimal while no one lives above 3,500 m. 
The fiinge area between 2,500 m and 2,000 m above sea level is a predominantly native territory 
(resguardos) ... Under 2,000 m tbere are more peasants than natives ... Between 1,500 m and the valley, the 
population is predominantly Afrocolombian followed by Mestizo and Native. Representation 1 shows a 
longitudinal cutting of the Cordillera where the population tended to be located according IO climatic areas. 

Native cornmunity is differentiated fiom the Resguardo because the former is not recognised by the 
Colombian govemment as a native temtory. Nevertheless, the population is native and they have cabildo. 



disappeared totally. In the resguardo of Paniquitci, a minority speaks Paez while in 

Novirao and Jebalii the Paez language is heavily used. The municipality of Totor6 could 

be considered a transitional zone. From Totor6 toward the South, people do not speak 

native languages but toward the north people speak the Guarnbiano and Paez languages. 

Also, Totor6 could be seen as a spectmm of multilinguism. People speak just Spanish, or 

Paez, or Guambiano or Totor6. Near the main town of Totor6, there are some zones 

where Afrocolombian people live with a mixture of cultural traditions. This is a very 

interesting phenornenon. They are Afrocolombian people but they speak the native 

language (Paez) and they practice the cultural traditions of the Paez on agriculture, 

medicine, socialisation, etc. Nevertheless, they maintain the Afrocolombian tradition of 

burying their dead with songs and parties (Nates, 1992). 

At the Northern side of Totor6 is the municipality of Silvia. It has six resguardos. 

Guambianos are the main native population of this municipality. Paez and Ambal6 

ethnicity also live here. The Tierradentro region (municipalities of P6ez and Inz6) is 

located at the eastern side of Silvia and Totor6. In December 1995, the United Nations 

declared this region a heritage site. There are 19 resguardos and the biggest native 

population of the Cauca province. These people are Paeces and the rnajority speak Paez 

as their first language or L1 (Nasa Yuwe is the native name of the language). There are 

two native communities and in one of them (Guanacas) there are Mestizo, Totoro and 

Guarnbiano people living together (Cortes, 1986). 

At the North of Silvia is the municipality of Jarnbal6. There is only one resguardo 

called Jarnbal6 and it occupies the entire municipality. Paez people who speak the native 

language completely inhabit it. The native language predominates over Spanish. 

Bordering with JarnbaM to the eastern side is the municipality of Caldono. It has four 

resguardos, al1 inhabited by native-speaking Paeces. There are also two native 

communities. To the North of Caldono is the municipality of Santander with a resguardo. 

It includes three native communities, which share the temitory with Afrocolornbians and 

Mestizos. 



Toward the North, we can find the municipality of Caloto. Its tenitory is divided 

between the valley (1 .ûûû m or less of altitude) and the cordillera. There is a resgunrdo in 

Caloto with the Paez-speaking native population. Natives live with Afrocolombians and 

Mestizos in the areas near the valiey. Tonbio is located in the east side of Caioto and it is 

inhabited by Paeces. In a sector of this municipality, there dwell mestizos who emigrated 

from the centre of the country during the worst period of violence (1900). 

Of the aforementioned data we could draw out some important considerations for the 

school-based education in this area. We can stress the heterogeneity of the population: 

different native groups, a variety of languages, different levels of bilingualisrn, some 

resguardos are operating or they are recognised, etc. In some areas, the tendencies to both 

the expansion of the territory and the recovering of the cultures are moderate while in 

other areas these tendencies are very strong. In addition, the natives are cohabitant with 

afrocolombians and mestizos in intermediate area. Therefore, multicultural approaches of 

education gain relevance in order to improve in quality and quantity the educational 

system of this region. 

Several contradictions and conflicts exist in the northeast region of Cauca. The North 

zone has a very developed agri-industry on the Cauca valley. This zone borders with pre- 

capitalist ways of production in the resguardos. Almost al1 the guemlla groups have 

made their political campaigns here. Native groups have had to focus their future using at 

least two perspectives: one toward the govemment and the other toward the rest of the 

population. Toward the government, native groups show themselves as people wi th 

historic and cultural differences. To the blacks and mestizos neighbours, natives show 

themselves as peasants with simdar social conditions as non-native groups. 

Native people are at the bottom of the social ladder after the whites, rnestizos and 

afrocolornbians. As part of the colonialist agenda of Spain, the project was to civilise, 

evangelise and teach Spanish to the native people: to lose the native cultural identity and 



to obtain national cohesion. Historically, the church and school have been the most 

criticai institutions involved in developing this agenda. 

Afrocolombian people were brought to the continent as slaves. Therefore, they share 

with the natives the mark of segregation (involuntary rninonties). Nevertheless, there are 

important factors in history, race, culture and language that differentiate these ethnicities. 

The zambos (of native and afrocolombian parentage) are few. Occupying an intermediate 

social position, Mestizos (of white and native parentage) and Mulatos (of white and 

afrocolombian parentage) are more populous than Zcrmbos. They are beneath the whites 

but above natives and blacks. The mixed-parentage and crossing of groups is constantly 

increasing in the region and therefore, so are the multiethnic and multicultural 

environments. Especially, the cultural contact and exchange arnong groups happen in the 

region where the Cordiliera and the valley touch each other (1,000-1,500 m). It is easy to 

find schools where the proportion of afrocolombian children is sirnilar to the proportion 

of native and mestizo children. The school of Vilachi in Santader has three teachers: an 

afrocolombian, a native and the adrninistrator who is white. (Cortks, 1985. p. 45). 

1 have tried to describe the natural and social generalities of the north east region of the 

Cauca province. Actually, regions like this are abundant in Colombia due to Our social 

and natural diversity countrywide. Because two of the most complex and important 

influences in this kind of region have been the school and the teacher, the next chapter 

will discuss the historical process that education and the school has had in these regions. 

Thus, 1 hope to give the necessary elements (geographical and historic) in order to view 

the teacher as an individual with a cultural, social, natural and historical background 

instead of just a professional of pedagogy. 



CHAPTER TWO 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES IN NATIVE 

C O M ' T I E S  IN CAUCA, COLOMBIA 

2.1 General Historical Background 

The Schools in Colombian native communities are relatively recent phenomena as are 

teachers. From the conquest era to the present, it is possible to identify four main 

historical penods of the development of education in Colombia and in the native 

communities. The first period dates back to the epoch of the conquest through the second 

half of the XVrnth century (1492-1750: Conquest and Educationhdoctrination). The 

second period commences with the second half of the XVI@ century until the 

independence of the country (1750-1819: Colony and Education). The third period dates 

from the independence until the 1970s decade of this century (Republic and Education). 

Finally, the fourth penod continues from the 1970s until the present (Refonnation and 

Education). Each period is characterised by specific ideological and academic 

commitments to education through the social institution called school. Therefore, each 

aspect of the school-based educational system (teachers, curricula, administrators, class 

instructions, media, etc.) can be described and analysed from these different ideological 

perspectives. 

Table 2 synthesises these periods and the main roles that native people played dunng 

each era. Native people have been considered as enemies (Conquest), slaves and servants 

(Colony) and peasants and workers (Republican) in Our country as well as throughout the 

continent. Finally, they have reached some levels of autonomy over their lands, their 

cultures and their own ways in the 1 s t  decades (Reformation and new constitution). In 

the new constitution (1991), natives are considered completely as Colombian citizens. 



Table 2. MAIN HlSTORlCAL PERIODS OF NATIVE EDUCATION IN COLOMBIA (Part 1) 

I. NATIVE POPULATION 

Ideology: 

Population: 

. Policy: 

- Social starus: 

Ownership of the land: 

2. NATIVE EDUCATION 

- Ideology: 

CONQUEST: 
1492-1750 ' - 

Enemies 

Tenination (warriors 
and fighters) 

Su bjugated 

Total lose (conquered) 

Indocirination 

Slaves and servants 

Civilisation (teaching O 

Catholic religion and 
Spanish language) 

Handicap 

Partial recuperation: 
establishment of resguardo 
(community native property) 

Evangelization, teaching of 
Spanish and 
communicational abilities 

Soldiers and peasants 

Acculturation (becoming to 
literate people in hegemony 
values) 

New lose: establishment of 
farms (private property) 

Cultural assimilation through 
schools, teachers and mass 
communications media 

Workers and citizens 

Democratisation 
(acknowledgement of social and 
cultural diversity and 
relativization of native and great 
values and cannons) 

Nations and peoplehood 

Processes of Partial 
recuperation: legal and violent 
for the re-establishment of old 
and new resguardos 

Development of cultural 
diversity (intercultural 
framework) 

Continue, pieuse. 





Native people were minority students during the Republican era as some began 

attending public schools. Since they have become the majority of students and teachers in 

their own public schools (Reformation era), they have corne from being students to 

teachers today. The latter role and identity (of being a native teacher) is one of the most 

recent acbievements of the native population within the last decade in Colombia. 

Currently, non-native teachers, working in native cornmunities in Cauca, Colombia are 

sharing their professional responsibilities with the "new teacher" who is native. 

Al1 this is causing a very interesting phenomenon in al1 of Colombian society. 

Hegemonic groups in the country never considered native people teachers. Supposedly, 

they were not able to teach. They had to learn. Thus, they were always students and not 

teachers. That new role in the native cornmunities and within Colombian society defined 

a new identity, function, challenge and also some problems in the contemporary society, 

which is not completely ready for these changes. 

2.2 Conquest and Education: l492-I7SO 

School, in native regions, was not a defined institution during the period of the 

Conquest. Nevertheless, it is possible to talk about some of the practices of indoctrination 

during this period. The school spread out in Arnerica and Europe in the xvIIIth century as 

an ideological project of the State in order to maintain the unity of the nations and 

republics. Therefore, institutional instruction in America was a subsequent phenomenon 

in the Spanish colonial projects of South Arnerica. The first years of the conquest and 

colonisation (1492-1750) were dedicated to the dominance, subjugation, robbery, pillage 

and destruction of native groups who resisted the Spanish conquerors (Findji and Rojas, 

1985; Cortés, 1985;). Thus, several mechanisms were employed in order to gain total 

control of the new territories in Arnerica. With such a goal in rnind, wars, religion, the 

Spanish language and indoctrination were the most effective instruments. In later years, 

school-based education was utilised bearing the same objective as Martinez States: 



LQ que podemos Zlamar educacidn, hasta la primera mitad del siglo XVZK se 
restringia a la existencia de ciertas "Corporaciones Religiosas" denominadas 
Colegios Mayores y Seminarios que funcionaban solo en ciudades habitadas en 
su totalidad por espafioles beneméràtos. Era el caso de Santa Fé O Popuyh y en 
menor medida Tunja y Cartagena. En la capital del Virreynato funcionaba 
adernds la Universidad Tornl'stica. A esto se limitaban los estudios generales que 
en 10 jùndamental estaban controlados par la Compafiia de Jesus, y a los que 
sdlo podfan ingresar aquellus capas sociales denominadas "gentes principales y 
beneméritas" que tenfan aspiraciones muy particulares como el sacerdocio y la 
jurisprudencia. (Martinez, 1986. p. 28)' 

Since the arrival of the Spanish conquerors to America, the indoctrination of native 

communities has always had extrerne ideological intentions of adapting and assimilating 

or integrating10 the communities to the subjugation, obedience and destruction of their 

cultures, naturd resources and sometimes, their lives. The mission of al1 educational 

practices was to "civilise" throughout the Christian religion and Spanish language. In this 

way, the native communities would lose their identities, languages, cultures, territories, 

natural resources and their own development, as specific groups, would be stunted. 

Cortés clearly states such an ideology: 

En la época colonial se expande el pensamiento de Ginés de Sepulveda (siglo 
XVZ) quien sostiene una filosofla racista y despreciativa del indigena, planteando 
la necesidad de someterlo a la servidumbre pues considera al indigena, desde 
todo punto de vista, como un ser inferior. 

S e g h  Sepulveda, existfan cuatro razones para reducir a los indtgenas a la 
servidumbre: 1)  los indr'genas eran iddatras y cornetfan pecados contra natura 
por 10 cual el sufrimiento injligido por la conquista debia interpretarse como el 
justo castigo de Dios sobre ellos; 2) Su rudeza natural los obligaba a servir a 
personas de nuturaleza nuis refinada como los espafioks; 3) la divulgacih de la 
fi, que se lograrfa con mas facilidad mediante el previo sometimiento de los 
indios y 4). Para proteger a los débiles entre los mismos nativos. 

- 

Education until the frrst half of the ~ ~ 1 1 1 ~  Century was restricted to sorne "Religious Corporations" called 
Colegios Mayores or Seminarios which functioned in cities totalIy inhabited by worthy Spanish people. 
This was the case of Santa Fé and Popayan and secondarily, Tunja and Cartagena. In the capital city of the 
Virreinato (subkingdom) Universidad Tomistica functioned. Religious studies were convolled by the 
Jesuits. Those who could register as students were only the worthy and important people who wanted 
becorne pnests or lawyers. 
'O In South America, integration, as social and political practice, has an antidemocratic connotation similar 
to assimilation. The ethnic groups prefer to use the term articulation to refer to the participation in the whole 
society. 



... Para juswcar la represibn a las luchas de resistencia del indfgena en 
diferentes partes de América Juan Ginés de Sepulveda en 1547 prepara un 
tratado en donde sostiene que las guerras de sometimiento eran justas y 
significaban una medida segura para la cristianizacibn y... "Si los seres 
inferiores rehusasn ta1 senorio, puede obligarseles a obedecer y hacerse la 
guerra contra ellos con tanta justicia como si un0 cazara animales salvajes ... 
Corno hemos de d d a r  que estas gentes tan incultas, tan bcirbaras, contaminadas 
con tantas impiedades y tropiezos han sido injustamente conquistadas por tan 
excelente, piadoso y jusifsirno rey como lo fué Fernando el Catblico y 10 es ahora 
el César Carlos ..." (Hanke, L. p. 83). (1979, pp.8-9)" 

Considering such feelings and thoughts, the Spaniards believed the natives lack cultural 

values and human nature. This justified the imposition of new Spanish (hegemony) 

values and total termination of some rebelious groups. In the study of the rnuch-quoted 

writer Cortes, Ginés de Sepiilveda notes: 

Los indios son tan inferiores como los nifios a los adultos, las mujeres a los 
varones, los crueles e inhumnos a los extremadamente mansos. Compara ahora 
estas dotes de prudencia, ingenio, magnanimidad, templanza, humanidad y 
religidn con 10 que tienen esos hombrecillos en los cuales apenas encontrarbs 
vestigios de humanidad, que no solo no poseen ciencia alguna, sino que ni 
siquiera conocen las letras ni conservan ningdn mornento de su historia, sino 
cierta oscura y vaga reminiscencia de algunas cosas consignadas en ciertas 
pinturas y tampoco tienen leyes escritas sino instituciones y costumbres 
bcirbaras ... (Cortés, 1979. p. 9) l2 

" ~ n  the colonial epoch, Gin& de Sepiflveda's thought (XVII~' century) was spread. He states a racist and 
contemptuous philosophy of the native, arguing the necessity of surrendering to the servitude as inferior 
people. 
According to Sepulveda, there were four reasons for reducing the native people to servitude: 1) native 
people are idolaters and they sin against nature. Therefore, the suffering by the conquest should be 
interpreted as fair punishment from God. 2) By their natural crudeness, it was compulsory for hem to serve 
the refined Spanish people. 3) To divulge the faith would be easier surrounding the native people. 4) For 
protecting the weak native people among them. To justify the repression by the Spaniards during the 
resistance of native people in different parts of Arnerica, Juan Gines de Sepulveda in 1547 proposed an 
agreement stating that the surrendering wars were fair suggesting the spread of Christianity ... "If the inferior 
beings reject the authority, they shoold be obligated to remain obedient. Conquerors should go to war 
against natives with as much justification as someone who hunts wild animals" ... Why do we doubt that 
such illiterate, barbaric and contamined people were treated unfairly by the excellent, fair and merciful King 
Fernando the CathoIic who is now succeeded by César Carlos ... 
l2 The native people are as inferior as children are to aduIts, as women are to men, as a cruel person is to a 
gentleman. Compare these attributes of prudence, talent, temperance, humanity and religious character with 
the attributes of those "small-men" wheres someone would not find vestiges of humanity. Also, they do not 
possess any science, nor are they literate nor do they document history. They have obscure and diffuse 



Education, during the first decades of the Conquest era was characterised by religious 

practices, ideological commitrnents and exclusive topics. Thus, education during these 

decades was more a family or a clerical matter than a social institution. It was more a 

pnvate responsibility than a public state obligation, Of course, the ideological nature of 

this kind of education was founded on the teaching of the Gospel more than in academic 

instruction, on loyalty to God and the King more than on the policies of citizenship of 

later eras. 

The practices of the church and the teaching of the gospel were more important than the 

presence of the State in the instruction of the masses. Centres of education were the 

homes of prominent Spaniards, convents or monasteries, etc. The teachers were the 

priests, vicars, nuns and tutors. These individuds instnicted in the worship of God and 

loydty to the King in the Nueva Granada. The statutes for education were elaborated 

predominantly by the church rather than by the King. Therefore, the Church becarne as 

powerful as the monarch. This situation caused instability within the kingdom, leading it 

to regain control of the Church. The Jesuits became the biggest threat for the king and 

were expelled from Arnerica in 1772. 

Education within the religious corporations was offered exclusively to the powerful 

social classes. Landholders, miners, merchants and bureaucrats of the kingdom supported 

preceptors/servants who taught their sons. In other places, the priests welcomed 

youngsters with high capacities and virtues who could aspire to become servants of the 

Church. Traditionally, those who learned to read and write in Latin and had some 

knowledge about the Church continued their studies in Spain in Theology, Philosophy 

and Jurisprudence (laws). At the end of X V D ~  century until the first decades of the 

XVIII' Century, a new kind of instruction appeared. Escuela Pias were funded through 

endowments offered by powerful men in Santafé de Bogota, Popayh, Parnplona and 

Cartagena. Escuelas Pias were adrninistrated by clerics who were the preceptors. 

.. . 

memories for something painted in some sketches. Neither, do they have written laws. They have barbaric 



Escuelas Pias were closed to natives, blacks and any other minonty group (Martinez, 

1986). 

Nevertheless, it is important to differentiate the educational practices of this period and 

the pedagogical practices developed in the institutional environments called schools. This 

latter form of school-based education incorporates a public subject called the teacher with 

a particular discourse, public responsibilities and instructional commitrnents. Martinez 

shows a part of the foundation script of such a school in Tunja in 1690: 

He hullado serd muy del agrado de Dios nuestro Sefior el findur m a  escuela, en 
la cual se huya de enseiiar y ensefie a leer, escribir y contar, por un religioso de 
la Compaiïfa de Jesus ... que esté dicha escuela en el Colegio y casa de dicha 
religion, en la cual se ha de enseiiar y recibir hasta en nurnero, doscientos pobres 
si los hubiera ... y con condicibn de que en la dicha escuela no se puedan recibir 
indios, negros, mulatos ni zambos, porque mi dnimo deliberdo y voluntad 
expresa es excZuirlos y que solo reciban pobres espafioles y los demh que no 
senn de los prohibidos. (1986 p 3  l ) I 3  

Besides that, native groups in Colombia and especially in Cauca, resisted the 

conquerors and the Spaniards on the battle fields as well as in their social practices 

(education, religion, medicine, business, etc.). Native people were very rebellious. 

fistorians recount several of these episodes of resistance showing how, in successive 

battles, the Paez people surrounded the Spanish conquerors, keeping their territories and 

goods. "Quedaron los paeces con su honra, libre de vasallaje y servidumbre y en plena 

libertad sin que consientan extrailo morador en sus provincias" (Chronologist Juan de 

Castellanos quoted by Findji and Rojas, 1986 p. 19)14 

- - - -- - - - . -- 

customes and institutions. 
l 3  1 have found that it will be very pleasant for God our Lord to establish a school. It is possible to teach 
reading, the Jesuits must control writing and counting by a religious man of the Jesuit Order ... Such a 
school. Thus, it is possible to assist a maximum of two hundred poor peopIe if there are... But also, there is 
the condition that this school will not accept natives, blacks, mulattos neither zambos because it is my will 
to exclude them, and to only permit Spaniah people and eligible people to attend this school. 
l4 Paez people leave with their honour, fieedom fiom servitude, and full liberty. No stranger was allowed in 
their provinces. 



Losing three main wars against the Paez people, the Spaniards decided to continue the 

Conquest using missionaries in 1612. Thus, in 1613, the Jesuits began their missionary 

work of colonisation in Guanacas (a Cauca province). Some historians claim this fact as 

the change fiom the Conquest to the Colonial Epoch (Findji and Rojas, 1986 p. 25). Little 

by little, some natives became slaves and workers in the gold mines and on the properties 

of the Spanish conquerors (encornenderos). 

At the beginning of the xVII~& century, the Paez people gave up their figbt to recover 

their tenitories and power. From the King of Spain the native people demanded the 

designation of vast territories for native administration. This was obtained during the first 

years of the XVI@ century at which time the King allocated the Resguardos to the native 

people under the King's direct d e .  This colonial institution becarne very important for 

the survivd of the native cornmunities. Whence, Juan Tama and Calarnbb became the 

most important native chiefs of these regions by empowering the native people to fight 

against encornendero~'~. Some of the deeds of these Resguardos. obtained directly from 

the King in Spain, are in the Colonial archives of Quito and Popayh. 

The information presented above dlow us to conclude that the school-based education, 

teaching as a defined profession, and school subjects were not social realities in Coiombia 

during the first penod of the Conquest. Theirefore, the more specific backgrounds and 

origins of these particular professionals and institutions in Colombia belong in the next 

historical period. 

2.3 Colony and Evangelisation: 1750-1819 

Some well-known writers, such as Martinez Boon, define this period as the red 

beginning of the school in Nueva Granada. Education becarne an important concern of 

the State in America. There were several changes in the educational perceptions in this 

period: state financing, new pedagogical influences, new institutional individuals called 

teachers, etc. Thus, little by little, education was taken out of the Church's hands and 



placed into the monarch's hands during this period. The State restrained the power that 

the church had obtained to date, threatening the monarch and the kingdom. Also, at this 

tirne, several demands were made of Spain to replace the teaching centres that the Jesuits 

had closed. Of course, the Spanish people who did not want to lose any of their privileges 

in America made these demands. 

Thus, the social and histoncal conditions were laid down for the birth of institutionai 

education in the urban centres of Nueva Granada. This institutional education was 

established through Schools of ZRngua Castellana (refemng to the language of the 

Spaniards from the province of Castilla in Spain). Martinez surnmarises some the main 

expressions of the institutionalised education in this period. 

1. La creacidn de la Junta de Temporalidades que empiezan a asumir la direccih 
de las cinco escuelas producto de donaciones que estuvieron en rnanos de los 
jesuitas 

2. El control por parte de la institucibn estatal de la escogencia de los sujetos que 
irtan a desempeiiarse como ensefiantes ya como como catedrdticos O maestros de 
nifios, a través de un concurso publico u oposicibn a la que podrian concurrir 
todos los sujetos seglares de toda autoridad eclesidstica en la designacion de 
fincionarios de la priictica pedagbgica 

3. Declaratoria fomzal de puertas abiertan para que los que tuvieran disposicibn 
de hacerlo y "habilidadades " pudieran ingresar a la escuela de primeras letras 

4. La emergencia del discurso que vinculaba la utilidad social con la utilidad 
material de la instruccibn. Ciertamente se le otorgaba a la educacidn un gran 
papel y una gran importancia no solo para desempeiïar los "oflcios de la 
republica" y los "negocios particulares", sino tarnbién y principalmente, el 
medio mas propicio para formar hombres y cidadanos utiles al Rey y a Dios. 
(Mariinez, 1986 p. 32-33)16 

- -  - -  -- - -- 

'' Spanish conquers who received a territory, authority and native people from the King in order to work 
and produce food. 
l6 1 - Creation of the "Junta de Temporalidades" (administrative group) which started to assume the 
direction of the five schools left by the Jesuits 2- State institutions control the selection of people who 
would work as teachers. This was a public contest by opposition, which allowed the participation of 
individuals of al1 ecclesiastic authonties. 3- Formal declaration of free education, given to everybody, with 
"abilities", possibilities of going to school. 4- The fashion that linked the social with the material utilities 
for instruction. Certainly, school gained a core role for educating individuals for the republic and for the 
particular business. Also, it fonned the men and the citizens useful for the king and God. 



In this project, natives and blacks were not taken into account. Therefore, the main 

objective of institutional education for these popular groups was strictly to teach the 

Spanish language. The educational goals of schools for native people were to eclipse 

native languages and homogenise the population into the Spanish mainsueam. On this 

point, there were no differences between teachers and priests working in the native 

cornmunities. The few public teachers, who pledged for native cornrnunities, were 

required to teach the Spanish language and the Catholic religion. Therefore, the 

educational conception of the last period (Conquest) did not really change for the native 

people during the Colony. Naturally, it was an anachronism to consider the inclusion of 

native languages and cultures in the educaîional practices during this perïod. 

Based on the aforementioned facts, we could assume that public education was 

introduced since 1767 in Nueva Granada (Martinez, 1986). Since this time, the state 

exercised more control and vigilance on education and sometimes, supported it 

economically. It is very important to note how some private initiatives developed some 

educational practices during this period. Individuals who were self-appointed as teachers 

opened schools in their own homes and began to collect money for their instruction. This 

event has had several interpretations but it constitutes an important background of 

education and the teaching profession in Colombia (Martinez, 1986. P.36) 

After 1774, several events began to define the teaching methodology and educational 

legislation. First, Planes de Application (plans of application) organised general studies 

such as the components of the school, instruction and objectives. Planes de Escuela 

(plans of school) were the first regulations required in order to establish a new school. 

These schemes defined the identity and unity of the school in Colombia. Other plans 

advanced toward formulating pedagogical recommendations as requirernents. Other 

school-based educational plans fomulated the detailed procedures for teaching reading, 

writing and religion. Then, at the beginning of the XM" Century, some plans included 

discourses, techniques and procedures of teaching based in philosophical and pedagogical 



theories. Some school-based educational plans are shown in the Table 3 and these 

constitute an argument of the above-mentioned declaration. 

Table 3. SOME PLANS OF EDUCATION BETWEEN 1774 AND 1818 IN NUEVA GRANADA 

" ~ 6 t o d o  provi&onal e interino de los 
estudios han de observar los cotegios 
de Santafé" 
Distribucion que se ha de observar en 
esta escuela de primeras letras 
Método que deben seguir los maestros de 
escuela del pueblo de Lenguazaque 
PIan del Arzobispo Vimy 
N.L 
Metodo que deben seguir 10s maestrso de 
la escuela de Ubaté 
Propuesta sobre creaci6n de escuelas en 
los barrios de la capital 
Creaci6n de Facultdes Mayores y 
Menores del Colegio de la Nueva 
Fundacion de San Franciso en la Villa de 
MedelUn 
Ordenanzas que han de regir la Escuela 
Plan de la Escueia de Primeras letras 
anexa a1 Colegio Seminario de San 
Francisco de Asis. 
?CE: Martfnez B., A. Escuela Maesm y M 

' - , .. 

Santafé 

Santafé 
N.I. 
m a t 6  

Santafk 

Medellin 

Santafé 
Popay 6n 

AUTEORS 
Moreno y Escandon 

Junta Subaltema de Temporalidades de 
Popay6n 
Priest Dorningo Duquesne de la Madrid 

Arzobispo Virrey en 1787 
Priest Felipe de Salgar 
Priest Miranda 

Priest Nicolas Cuervo 

Piest Sema 

Pnest of the Church of the Nieves 
Bishop Salvador Jiménez 

GARCIA, W. Concordia University. Montreal, 1998. 

Al1 these plans of school made up this historical penod (1750-1 8 19) in the main period 

for the institutionalisation of education in Nueva Granada. It is during this penod that the 

first pedagogical discourse was coined refemng to the teacher's role, school regulations, 

school authorities, school rnaterials, etc. In addition, several components of education 

began to emerge during this period. Pedagogical manuals, training of the student's 

rnernory, teaching responsibilities, distribution of the school, discipline and the academic 

schedule, etc. began to take shape at this time. The origin of schools and public teachers 

in Colombia could be pinpointed during this period. 

The historic and social conditions facilitated the implementation of the above 

mentioned school guidelines. Spain was in conflict with France at this time; therefore, 

school-based education was used as a political resource to maintain the unity of the 



kingdom and the loyalty of Vassals to the King in America (Carlos m). Thus, from the 

very beginning, the school acquired a very political and ideological nature. Schools had to 

maintain the order, the production and the loyalty to Spain in America. The criterion of 

maintainhg uniformity was defended as one of the principle rasons for creating and 

supporting schools. AU schools had to adopt the same scheme. Public education was 

controlled by the State and was used as a strategy of control. The monarch exercised 

power on the political and pedagogical commitments of the school. 

Two events of this period are important to mention: schools for girls and schools for 

native people. The same writer clearly States that the school for femaies was a subsequent 

phenornenon of the school of First Letters (Martinez, 1986). The Spanish fernale 

population studied in monasteries. They received instruction in virtues, piety, domestic 

responsibilities and caring for children but never in letters. In 1766, Ms. Maria Clemencia 

Caicedo asked the monarch to found a college for young wornen (collegians) to receive a 

Christian education in Nuevo Reino de Granada. young women studied at these 

monasteries until they mamied; if not, they became nuns. 

Similarly, in 1807, two plans were shown for native education. The authorities of 

Quibdo and Llor6 considered in Santafé two organisational models that contained the 

protocol for teaching the Spanish language and the Christian religion. These plans were 

oriented toward native people in order to consolidate the religious instruction and the 

unifonnity of the language. Al1 the schooling time in these schools was dedicated to the 

knowledge and practice of the religion. 

Como el principal objeto de esta escuela sea la instruccibn de indios, y la 
ignorancia de estos es general, se ha procurado invertir el rnayor tiempo de su 
instrucci6n en los rudimentos de nuestra santa fé. ..Y que sinta la escuela como 
lugur donde se hable solo el castellano para 10 cual el maestro velar6 para que 
unos con otros, no se traten en su idioma, sino en nuestro castellano, para que de 
a l g h  modo pierdan su lengwge. (Martinez, 1986. P.  46)17 

" Because the main objective of this school is the instruction of native people, and their ignorance is wide- 
spread, much time has been invested in teaching the rudiments of the santafé. ... Also, school should be 
useful as a place for speaking onIy Spanish. Therefore, the teacher prohibited the use of any other language. 
They should speak Spanish in order to lose their natives languages. 



For natives, the following quotation recalls a typical academic schedule during the 

Colonial period. 

A las seis de la mafia ircin todus a la escuela, ... y cornenzarbn a rezar la doctrina 
crisriana en voz alta y despacio para que todos vayan repietiendo 10 misrno que 
les dice: concluida la doctrina iran a misa, que serd a las 8. Luego que se toque, 
uno de ellos tomara la Cruz (que debe estar siempre en la escuela) y poniéndose 
en la puerta irin todos los demds ordendndose en dos filas ... y el maestro que los 
presidird entonard O har4 que se entone una parte de la doctrina cristiana 
altemando los coros con preguntas y respuestas, de esta suerte irdn por la calle 
hasta entrar en la iglesia, en cuya puerta dejaran de cantar y entrardn con el 
mismo orden hasta la nave principal, donde se arrodillarin cuidando el maestro 
del respeto y compostura con que deben estar en la casa de Seiior. (Martinez, 
1986, p. 65)18 

Duing the Colonial Epoch, native people lived in subjugation. They were servants, 

carriers or simply, slaves. The educational policies and institutions were not established 

for native people. Thus, the education that natives received was substandard to the 

institutional and public practice. Education for native people continued as an 

acculturation process for the homogenising of the Spanish language and culture. Native 

people were not regular students in these schools. Although schools and teachers were a 

new reality in the Nueva Granada, there were none for native communities. 

Finally, it is important to emphasise how several native comrnunities upheld their 

resistance during the Colonial Period. There is histonc evidence that some native groups 

continued fighting against the Spaniards to maintain their territories and rights. In Cauca, 

the history of resistance is very important. Paez people organised the native communities 

in recovering their temitories and expelling the Spaniards from their land. Several battles 

and native social movements continued during the Colonial Penod allowing the natives to 

l 8  At 6 am, everybody goes to the school, ... and they start by praying the Christian doctrine out loud and 
slowly. Everybody repeats what is said. Then, they go to the service at 8 am. After the toi1 or the bell, 
someone takes the cross (which must be aiways at school) and they walk in two rows ... the teacher goes 
ahead and sings a part of the Christian doctrine, alternating with questions and answers from the choir. They 
continue walking towards the entrance of the church. Thus, when they reach the main door they stop singing 
and they walk in order until they reach the main nave. There, they kneel and are respectful in the way that 
Gd's temple deserves. 



maintain part of their cultures, languages and territories. They participated in the 

independence battles (18 10-18 19) and moved into Republican Period with some hopes of 

change. 

2.4 Republic and Civilisation: 181 9-1 970 

Education in the Republican Era in Colombia is characterised by many different events. 

Each one had a crucial influence on Our current educational system. In order to 

understand these events, it is necessary to subcategorise thern into two penods of time. 

Thus, it is possible to identify and to analyse the events that determined the development 

of education in Colombia between 1819 and 1900. After this, it is relevant to analyse the 

Colombian educational tendencies in the X X ~  Century, beginning with the first decade of 

this Century until the 1970s (the beginning of the Period of Refonnation). 

2.4.1 The First Period of Republican Educational Epoch: 1819-1900 

After Independence, Colombia and other South Arnerican countries began the slow 

process of consolidation as States and republics. Several quick changes were promoted for 

the new governments. These changes affected al1 the social and cultural dimensions in the 

country; therefore, the economy, social relationships, education, religion and tenitory, etc. 

were based on the different conceptions of the first patriots. Nevertheless, these changes 

were influenced by the past traditions of the Colonial Period. 

The Republican Era brought new foreign influences mainly, the English and French 

who ended the hegemony of Spain and the Catholic Church in America. Nevertheless, 

after independence, the Catholic Church maintained its social power obtained during the 

Colonial Era. In this way, the Church continued dominating society and infiuencing the 

state by promoting Catholicism as the official religion in the state and in the educational 

system. At this time, the Colombian government vacillated between liberdmodern 

tendencies and conservative/colonial tendencies (Quiceno, 1987). 



Since 1821, General Francisco de Paula Santander (liberal) decreed the establishment of 

elementary schools for men in towns where the population exceeded 100 families. 

Santander also decreed the establishment of schools for women and men in each religious 

convent (Barco, 1990; Helg, 1987 p. 20). The curriculum included reading, writing, 

mathematics, and grammar as well as religious, moral and civil instruction. This official 

instruction was not financed by the State. 

Regarding this period, Frank Safford (1965) stated that 8,7% of the school-aged 

population attended schools (quoted by Helg, 1987 p.20). Santander's government 

focused more on secondary education due to the need to replace the Spanish elite. 

Therefore, some religious colleges were taken over by the government, making important 

changes in the cumculum. The English replaced Latin and French languages and a 

scientific perspective began to overshadow a humanistic one. In 1840, the Catholic 

Church recovered its power over Colombian education. In t h s  year, the Jesuits retumed 

to Colombia in order to open schools and colleges to prepare the professionals that the 

country needed (Helg, 1987 p 21). This historical period is important in our country in the 

establishment of the two hegemonic political parties: Conservative and Liberal. While the 

Catholic Church supported the first one, the second had to confront the hegernony of the 

church. Naturally, the educational decisions and changes made at this time depended on 

what party was in control of the state. 

The Liberal party remained in power dunng 1849-1 852 and 1861-1880 (Helg, 1987 p. 

22). In this way, the liberal society was gradually established in Colombia. There were 

several econo~nic, political and socid changes that opened the economy to other 

countries, religion to other tendencies, and the educational system to other international 

influences (rnainly Pestalozzy and Froebel). Slavery was abolished (1 860). Freedom of 

communication and religious doctrine was advocated. Once again, the Jesuits were 

banished from the country. The liberals considered education and schools as proper 

channels for reproducing their political ideas; therefore, the educational system acquired a 

liberal orientation during this period. This new education was mainly oriented towards the 



new elite in Colombia. Nevertheless, some liberal refonns adrnitted a small number of 

students of popular and native backgrounds. Few native children began to play a role as 

minority students in some missionary and/or public schools. In 1868, the nation allocated 

4% of the national budget to education and the National University was created. 

Subsequently, education became a very centralised state function (1870) with moderate 

participation of the Church. In 1875, 18% of school-aged chaldren attended school (Helg, 

1987 p. 24). 

Changes in the Colombian educational system continued with the engaging of German 

missionaries by the Colornbian govermnent to train and form teachers in a special kind of 

colleges c d e d  "Normal". In 1872, nine Gennan professors mived in different regions of 

Colombia where 20 normales were established for men and wornen. Between 1876 and 

1886, the educational system began to have problems due to the Civil War (1876-1878) 

which left the state impoverished and unable to continue financing education. Thus, the 

reforrn process continued slowly until the Constitution of 1886 was formulated. (Helg, 

1987; Quiceno, 1987). 

In 1886 Colombia promulgated a constitution that instituted political centralism and 

acknowledged the role of the Church in the State and in education. The constitution 

consecrated the right of the Church to control private education. The State directed its 

function in filling in the gaps lefi by the church. The Vatican promoted the Concordat in 

Europe and Arnerica. With this instrument, the Catholic Church pretended to recover its 

authonty and lost power from the Liberals. In 1886, Colombia signed the Concordat with 

the Vatican and gave it the authority to work freely in Colornbia under the protection of 

the State. The Colombian State also authorised the Catholic Church to assume several 

civil rights and practices such as: baptisms, mariages, funerals and the moral instruction 

in the schools. This permitted the clergy to controi, accuse and expel teachers whose 

lessons violated the Catholic dogma. 



Nonetheless, al1 the reforms àid not bring about the social conditions needed for the 

development of the country. The distribution of power between Liberals and 

Conservatives awakened the country. In 1899, a faction of radical Liberals fought against 

the Conservatives. This war is known as "La guerra de los mil &as" (The war of a 

thousand days) and it constituted one of the most violent episodes in the country between 

1899-1903. This situation destroyed the schooling system and the economy of the country 

established up to that time. In 1903, due to US influence, Colombia conceded the territory 

today called Panama. 

Ln 1904, Rafael Reyes (a Colornbian Dictator between 1904-1909) organised the state 

under structured centralisation and modernisation policies. The instruction from the 

Centre turned the financial responsibilities over to the regions. Also, some French and 

German missionaries were invited to Colombia as consultants for the educational 

institutions. 

2.4.2 The Second Part of Republican Educational Epoch: 1900-1 970 

The first seventy years of the XX* Century brought about many very important changes 

in the Colombian educational system. In 1912, the rate of literacy in Colombia was 17%; 

by the end of the 1970s, the literacy rate had risen to 73% (Helg, 1987 p. 35). The native 

population constituted 2% of the total population. This figure remained the sarne until the 

1970s. The principle ethnic group in the country became the Mestizos followed by the 

Afrocolombians. Therefore, cultural diversity was not taken into consideration in the 

elaboration of the educational cwiculum of the country. 

The population settled mainly in the Andean region (the western side of the country) 

but each departarnenm (province) had a different level of development. Part of the 

population increased its literacy rate quickly, while others took more time. Foreign 

missionaries and international experts brought scientific and modem cannons of 

pedagogy to Colombia. Naturally, the cultural and language differences of native people 

were not taken into account in the educational system because they were considered as 



dysfunctional ethnic groups. Native policy advocated durhg this period was of 

assimilation and hegemony. 

During this period, elementary nual schools were the sole institutions present in native 

temtories. This was charged to the Catholic Church through the missions in the 

Concordat framework signed by the Colombian State and the Vatican in 1887. Thus, in 

1887, for the first time, native populations were considered regular students of public 

elementary education in a few schools throughout the country. The rural schools 

consisted of only three years of study. These functioned for girls and boys separately. In 

her study, Helg states that in 1931, only 52,2% of Colombian children attended rural 

schools (1987 p. 49). From this data, it is possible to assume that native representation in 

public education was minimal at this time. Similarly, native representation in secondary 

or university education was non-existent. 

Physical conditions of rural schools were precarious. The infrastructures of the school 

were inadequate and the teachers refüsed to work under such conditions. In 1931,90% of 

al1 rural  teachers were women, without any pedagogicai formation and 74% of the women 

and 48% of the men were single. Hence, rural education was left to single women without 

any pedagogical preparation. In some instances, being a teacher was the alternative for 

women who did not want to becorne nuns or seamstresses (Helg, 1987 p. 52). The 

prerequisites of being a teacher were not demanding. Therefore, these occupations were 

manipulated for political distribution among the followers of the party in power. Teachers 

became representatives of the Church and the State in each town (Quiceno, 1987). 

During the first third of X X ~  century, the Colombian congress approved the Ley 

Organica de Instrucci6n Publica (Organic Law of Public Instruction) in trying to develop 

education based in Constitutional order, industrial development and Catholicism. 

Elernentary education was declared gratuitous in public schools throughout the country. 

Thus, the Colombian state exhorted to train the administrative elite in pnvate schools (in 

the hands of the Church) and the labour force in public schools (in the hands of the 



municipality). The Ministry of Public Instruction was created in 1904 in order to 

centralise and control education in the country. Among the Ministry's responsibilities was 

the promotion of legislation on public instruction. The Colombian state convened, in 

1917, the First National Congress in Bogotti that gathered teachers, presidents of 

universities, directors of the normales, directors of elementary SC hools and administrators 

of public instruction from all over the country. 

This congress discussed the main problems of quality and number of schools. Also, it 

discussed the main problem concerning the formation and working status of elementary 

teachers. The Congress recommended the creation of a saiary scale for teachers, a 

teacher' union and a national federation for defending the teaching profession. Also, the 

Congress proposed the creation of two normal schools in Bogotii, the unification of a plan 

of studies, contents and media of education and the training of teachers. Al1 of the 

resolutions of this Congress were invalid because the government did not give a budget 

for these refonns due to the economic cnsis of the country. The second national congress 

of pedagogy was celebrated in 1934 (Helg, 1987 p. 106). 

Racial segregation in the country and the role of education in this process were the 

concerns of this period. The country's elite was in cnsis due to several civil wars, World 

War I and the underdevelopment of society. The argument that native ethnic groups were 

dangerous barbarians was used as a justification of this national condition. Europe and the 

US were the models for developrnent. Helg (1 987) States that after The First World War, 

the president of Colombia affhned: 

Hay que mirur hacia la estrella polar. Lu fbrmula 'Respice Polum' que me he 
atrevido a repetir para encarecer la necesidad de mirar hacia el poderoso norte 
en nuestros votos de prosperidad, deseando que la América Latina y la América 
Sajona armonicen en justicia e intereses, es una verdad que se impone pur su 
claridad y necesidad (P.  1 1  1).19 

- - -- - -- 

"AL~ we have to do is look at the Polar start. 1 have repeatedly talked about the power and prosperity of the 
north -Respice Polurn-. 1 have wanted to see Latin America and North America in harmony with justice 
which constitutes a truth irnposed by its clarity and necessity. 



In such theory, several studies demonstrated the inferiority of the Native and 

Afrocolombian races. Therefore, new educational refonns were developed to civilise the 

national population. Naturally, the native and afrocolombian cultural patterns of the 

country were totally hidden in such reforms. Some intellectuals considered the Nordic 

immigration to Colombia as the only solution. These reforms were oriented toward the 

secondmy level comprised by the elite. The reforms helped to widen the gap between the 

common strata and the elite in the country. To carry out these reforms, the Colombian 

governrnent threatening the hegemony of the Catholic Church hired new foreign 

missionaries. In 1924, the second German Mission, responsible for reforming the 

elementary, secondary and university education, anived in Colombia. This mission failed 

due to opposition f-rom the Church and Conservatives. Swiss and North Amencan 

missionaries also came to the country between 1924 and 1929. Ovide Decroly visited the 

country in 1925 (Helg, 1987 p. 113 and 121). 

In 1927, the congress approved the reorganisation of the Ministry of Instruction and 

Public Health and was renarned the Ministry of National Education. The Faculty of 

Education in the National University was created in 1932 and the Second National 

Congress of Pedagogy was convened in 1934. These refonns centralised the duties of the 

State on education and conferred a little stability to the system. This reform adopted some 

recommendations made by the Second German Mission and it allowed the privatisation 

of secondary schools; thereby, limiting the monopoly of the Catholic Church. Because 

these changes mainly affected the urban localities and cities, the Church fortified its 

power in the rural areas where the private schools and colleges did not prosper. 

Exclusively the Catholic Church dominated education in the rural areas inhabited by 

natives. These reforms advocated nationalism, equality, literacy and State control of 

education. The projects of homogenisation of the country and the assimilation of al1 

ethnic groups to the national mestizo mode1 were important objectives. 

President Alfonso Upez Pumarejo looked to lead society to modernity between 1934 

and 1938. He rejected the racial detenninism of inferiority and strongly supported 



education in the country. Lopez drove a process of econornic recuperation of the country 

that was reflected in some Ievels of the democratisation. The Minister of Education was 

the intellectual Luis Upez  de Mesa who was more concemed for the physical conditions 

of the schools than for an education policy. Nevertheless, Upez  proposed several 

changes to the Minister of Education and created several strategies to assist the popular 

sectors of the nation such as cultural movies, pubIic libraries and magazines. Also, 

instructive materials on health and medical missions were prornoted. Lopez's perceptions 

of the native people are reflected in Helg's quotation: 

Lopez de Mesa tenia una vision determinista del pueblo colnmbiano. En su 
Introduccihz a la historia de la cultura en Colombia (1930), cornparaba 
esquemdticamente la psicologfa del negro con la de un niiïo despreocupado y la 
del indio con la de un anciano malicioso. La superioridad de la raza espafiola, y 
en particular la de los nbrdicos, le parecia evidente (HeIg, 1987 p. 152).~' 

A new constitutional refonn was debated in 1936. During this year, the govemment 

forced the congress to ratify a new law that gave equal opportunities to applicants of 

public education in the country. Since this year, "ninguna instituci6n de primaria, 

secundaria O formacibn profesional podrd rechazar estudiantes por razones de 

ilegitimidad al nacimiento, diferencias sociales, raciales O re~ i~ iosas"~' .  (Helg, 1987 

p.166). The Church and private colleges for very long did not respect the nature of this 

law. Important changes during this period were: Conservative teachers were replaced by 

Liberal ones, nationalisrn was stirred through propaganda in magazines, exhortation of 

official programs instead of secondary teaching, creation of the first national high schoois 

and nationalisation of the normal schools. Important changes during this period were 

promotion of women in the educational system, industrial and commercial development, 

and the expansion of the educational system to distant regions. In 1888, the govemment 

conferred control of education to the Catholic rnissionaries in the mral and native areas. 

20~6pez de Mesa had a determined point of view for Colombian people. In his introduction to the History of 
Culture in Colombia (1930), he cornpared schematically the psychology of the Afrocolombian person as an 
unconcerned child and the psychology of the native person as the malicious elder. The superiority of the 
Spanish race and the Nordics, particularly, were evident to him. 
"NO institution of primary, secondary or professional instniction can reject students by reason of race, 
social differences, religion or illegitimate binh. 



Because the rnajority of native groups of the country were living in peripheral regions 

called Territorios Nacionales, it is important to emphasise the perception and conditions 

that the school acquired in this period. 

... la periferia se dividio en vicariatos y prefecturas apostblicas, progresivarnente 
asignadus a congregaciones misioneras catolicas. En los aiïos treinta habia cerca 
de 200 hombres y 400 rnujeres misioneras en la regibn. ... muchos eran 
extranjeros. Estas congregaciones debian en pleno siglo XX colonizar y 
'colombianizar' los territorios nacionales, misibn por la cual el Estado les 
pagaba un precio relativamente elevado ... 

El vicario O prefecto apost6lico ... acumulaba las funciones de inspector de la 
educacidn. El nombra ba maestros con tres objetivos principales: catequizar a los 
aborigenes, educar losjbvenes indigenas y otorgur m a  ensefianza primaria a los 
hijos de los colonos ... l o s  docentes eran religiosos y religiosas de la 
congregacibn...lcr proporcibn de extranjeros era elevada ... En numero casi igual 
al de religiosos, laicos nativos de la regibn que habian recibido su enseiïanza 
primaria de los rnisioneros, eran empleados a su tumo como maestros de escuela. 
(Helg ,  1987 pp. 186,188)~~. 

These events cm be considered the first training of native teachers in the country. 

NevertheIess, it is important to stress that these "teachers" were employed more as 

translators in order to cany out the doctrinal mission of the Church. Thus, the main 

objectives of these educational practices were to convert the native population to the 

Catholic religion and to teach them Spanish (Cortés and Suarez, 1979). 

Desde fines de los aEos veinte los capuchinos enviaron maestros y maestras a 
fundar escuelas mas estables en las regiones en donde los indios eran muy 
numerosos y habian adquirido un comienzo de conversibn. Bajo la proteccion de 
un misionero el maestro elegia un lugar frecuentado, de acceso facil para los 
indios diseminados en los alrededores para construir alli la escuela. Esta servia 
de centro alrededor de la cual se esforzaria después en reagrupar a los indios y 

2 2 ~ h e  peripheral areas were divided in vicariatos and prefecturas aposrolicas, gradually assigned to 
Catholic rnissionary congregations. In the 1930s, there were almost 200 men and 400 women working as 
missionaries in the region ... the majonty of them were foreigners. Receiving a high price from the 
government, these congregations should colonise and "colombianizar" the national territories in the xxLh 
century. 
The vicario O prefecto apostdlico play the function of an inspector of education. He hired teachers with 
three main objectives: Evangelize aboriginal people, educate young native people and teach general 
knowledge to the children of the Spanish pioneers ... The teachers were religious men and women of the 
congregation.. The proportion of foreign teachers was high ... The sanie number of natives who had been 
taught by the missiondes were hired as school teachers. 



constituir 
rnedio de 
Después 

un caserio. Pera era necesario adetmis atraer niiios a la escuela por 
la distribucidn de dulces, pan O sa1 y ganarse el apoyo del jefe local. 
de la repartici& de alimentos, las lecciones comenzaban. Como 

generalmente el profesor no conocia la lengua de los indfgenas, era ayudado por 
un interprete. (Helg, 1987 p. 190-19 1)". 

Another body of native education promoted by the Church during this period was the 

orphanage based in the Reductions of Jesuits of the X V I ~  Century. In 1938, there were 16 

orphanages on Native territories. The rnissionaries abducted native children from their 

farnilies and put them into boarding schools in order to "civilise" them. In some places, 

the rnissionaries created separate schools for native, white or mestizo children in the same 

town. (Cortes and Suarez, 1979). 

Finally, the latter part of this penod was characterised by the structurai transformations 

in the educational system of the country. The tendencies toward demographic growth, 

urbanisation, development of communications, industrialisation and the augmentation of 

exportations developed the political culture of the nation. While in 1918 the literacy rate 

was 32%, in 1964, the rate reached 73%. This proves the expansion of the educational 

system during that period. The economic situation of the country was not stable and it 

was reflected in the educational system. Several foreign rnissionaries were contacted 

again, many literacy carnpaigns were launched and a nurnber of educational institutions 

with specific functions were created (SENA, ICETEX). This was the situation of the 

country when the influences of the social reformation movements surged worldwide. Al1 

these movements generated some deep changes in the country but especiaily among the 

marginal and native regions. 

23~rom the end of the 1920s. the Cappuccinos sent male and female teachers to establish more permanent 
schools in highly-populated native areas where native people had started the conversion to the Catholic 
religion. Under the rnissionary's protection, each teacher chose a good location to build the school. School 
would be the centre of a new native village bringing together native families. Also, it was very important to 
attract chiIdren to school by delivering candies, bread and salt. After delivery, the school lessons started. 
Generally, teachers were helped by native translators due to their incapacity to understand the native 
languages (Helg, 198 7. P. 190-191). 



2.5 Reformation and Education: 1970 - 
This is a very important penod in the history of the native movements in Colombia. The 

indigenous movements gained force on the continent in the 1970s for several reasons. 

Varese and Rodriguez cite the following reasons: a) Some ethnic groups in the country 

formed native political organisations that demanded and confionted the state for better 

living conditions. b) Social scientists gave to their professions a social and political focus 

to Society at large; especially, when they became conscious of the diversity of the nation 

and the inequalities of their societies. c) Crisis of the mode1 that the State developed on 

ideological and economicai assurnptions of inequality (Garcia, 1992; Varese and 

Rodn'guez, 1983). 

Severd native organisations were created in Colombia during the 1970s (See Table 4). 

These organisations elaborated political programs for their cultural and ethnic survival. 

Through pacific and sometimes violent actions, the natives stniggled to recover their 

lands, their natural resources and their ancestral traditions. These changes led to some 

recognition of the country's social and cultural diversity. In 1991, the Colombian 

governent formed a Constituent Assembly to redraft the Constitution. Spaces were 

created for the participation of four indigenous people of different ethnic backgrounds. In 

this redrafting of the constitution, the State recognised its multiethnic and pluricultural 

diversity for the first tirne. Several articles consecrated rights for natives such as: 

Ariiculo 7. El Estudo reconoce y protege la diversidd étnica y cultural de la nacion 
colornbiana. . 24 

24 Article 7. The State acknowledges and protects the natural and cultural diversity of the Colombian nation. 
Article 8. It is compulsory for the State and the citizens to protect the cultural and natural richness of the 
nation. 
Article 10. The Castellano is the officia1 language in Colornbia. The native languages and dialects are 
official in each territory. The teaching will be bilingual in communities with linguistic differences. 
Article 13. Everybody is born fiee and equal under the law. Everybody enjoys the same rights, liberty and 
opportunities. There is no discrimination by reason of race, gender, national or familiar origin, language, 
religion, political opinion or philosophy. 
Article 68. ... A member of a native group is entitled to an education that respects and develops hisher 
cultural identity. (Political Constitution of Colombia, Santa Fe de Bogota, 1991). 



Table 4. FIRST NATIVE ORGANIZATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN CAUCA 

, 'ZONE 
Cauca 
Choc6 
Vaupes 
Meta-Vichada 
Alto Vichada 
Magdaiena 
Tolima 

Guajira 
Antioquia 
Choco 
Caldas 
Medio Caqueta 
Bogotfi 

AND COLOMBIA 

Paéz, Guambiano 
Embera 
Sikuani 
Sikuani 
Sikuani 
Arhuaco 
Paeces, Pijaos, 
Coyaima. 
Wayuii 
Embera-Zenu 
Embera 
Embera, Chami 
Multiples groups 
Multicultural 

ORGANaZATION 
CRIC 
UNDICH 
CRIVA 
UNUMA 
ORIST 
COINCIT 
CRIT 

YANAMA 
OIA 
OREWA 
CRIDOC 
CRIOMC 
ONIC 

Conventions: YEAWORG: Date when native organisation was established 
YEARIPEB: Date when Bilingual Educational Program was established 

RESOURCE: Garcia, 1992,1995; ONK, 1995 

GARCIA, W., Concordia University, Montreal, 1998. 



Articula 8. Es obligaciht del Estado y de las personas proteger las riquezas culturales y 
naturules de la nacion. 
Articula 10. El castellano es el idioma ofcial de Colombia. Las lenguas y dialéctos de 
los grupos éinicos son también oficiales en sus territorios. La enseiianza que se imparta 
en las cornunidades con tradiciones lingül'sticas propias sera bilingiie. 

Articulo 13. Todas las personas nacen libres e iguales ante la ley, recibirbn la misrna 
proteccidn de las autoridades y gozartin de los mismû derechos, libertades y 
oportunidades sin ningma discriminaci&a por razones de sexo, raza, origen nacional o 
familiar, lengua, religion, opinion pollltica ofilosb_f2ca. 

Articulo 68. ... Los integrantes de los grupos éinicos tendrdn derecho a una fomacidn 
que respete y desarrolle su identidad cultural (Consrituci6n Politica de Columbia. Santa 
Fe de Bogotd, 1991). 

During this period of change, schools played a significant role in native communities 

and organisations. Gradually, education was restmctured by the native organisations to 

develop their own ideological streams. Thus, the role of the school moved from being one 

of the most important agencies in civilising and integrating ethnic groups to one of the 

most important agencies for organising the ethnic groups against the hegemonic society in 

Colombia. Throughout school, the native movement gained power in the country. It 

acquired a national nature for fighting against the state. School became a flag of 

organisation and unity in some communities. Therefore, initially native school had 

political and ideological cornmitments. As an exarnple, several schools were created in 

front of the State schools in order to take out the children and bring them to the new 

native schools. Due to this comniiîment, the pedagogical developments of native school- 

based education in this period were scarce. Sometimes, this caused another kind of racism 

and regionalism against mestizo people. 

Educationd programs and curricula promoted at this time by the native organisations 

were ody adaptations of the official curriculum. Nevertheiess, they took on several 

different names: Bilinguai Education, Own Education, Native Education, Community 

Education and Inner Education. Perhaps, the only differences were the treatrnent of the 

children and the cornmunity by "native teachers". They did not reject the traditions, the 

language nor the popular organisation of the native communities as the official teachers 



used to do. Thus, the role of the native teacher constituted the real difference between the 

official and indigenous schools. Native teachers were addressing more political subjects 

in the defence of the native culture. Gradually, native teachers were compared to battie 

weapons, as ideological counter-hegemony and were regarded in a revolutionary way. 

This kind of school looked to claim the material and cultural resources of these 

comrnunities. Also, it was articulated to wide national and international search. The first 

native teachers were leaders of the comrnunities. Even, if they lacked acadernic 

preparation in the official curriculum, they faced the responsibility of participating and 

fighting for their communities through school-based education. Inter-ethnic teams (Native 

and Mestizo people) who voluntatily worked for the native organisations advised these 

teachers. Some of the main features that defined the native education during the first 

years of the 1970s could be synthesised as: 

a) A cornmunity direction: School was used as a uniQing force in the cornrnunities. It was 

urgent to convince each parent of the importance of having an indigenous bilingual 

school for their children and the necessity of consolidating a group, which faces the state 

and institutions. 

b) Claim of the mother tongue: To communicate native ideas in the native langage was a 

motto in almost al1 the cornmunities. It was a very important weapon against the State's 

repressive forces. Thus, native education was called bilingual education for many years. 

This pursuit created conflict at times arnong the indigenous groups because many ethnic 

groups Iost their languages due to the conquest. 

c) Ideological and political commitments more than an acadernic one: The school was one 

of the most important tools of disseminating political ideas. Several generations of native 

children were raised with the revolutionary ideas of social equality. The process was 

clandestine during the first years of this movement (1979-1985). There was repression 

and persecution against severd people. Many of them were killed and tortured by the 

State (rnilitary forces). 



d) Researching as a foundation tool: Because native people needed to look for alternatives 

in education, production, socialisation and communication, etc., they began an important 

process of research on native issues on the relationships with the hegemonic groups. 

A11 these social movements were united with other popular movements 

(Afrocolombian, peasants, women, marginally located people, etc.) and they influenced 

certain changes in the structure of the State. In 1985, for example, the State created an 

official division within the Ministry of Education in order to handle the native 

educationd issues. Also, some economical resources were dedicated for researching and 

supporting the native programs in the regions. In 1984, the Native Educational Project in 

Cauca University was created in order to research these issues and to advise the 

governrnent regarding such policies. 

During the last decade, native education in Colombia has tended to be more an official 

(State), institutional and academic matter. There are four undergraduate programs around 

the country working in native education (ethno-education) and linguistics (Uni- 

Amazonia, Uni-Cauca, Uni-Guajira, Uni-Tecnologica de Pereira). Also, four postgraduate 

programs in linguistics (ethno-linguistics) (Uni-Andes, Uni-Antioquia, Uni-Valle and 

Uni-Cauca) and a postgraduate program in native and multicultural education will begin 

in 1997 (Uni-Cauca). Native organisations have organised complex educational teams of 

research and administration. Now, the Colombian government is contracting with native 

organisations over some of the educational responsibilities in the resguardos. Thus, these 

organisations have gained more autonomy for deciding how to educate native chiIdren. 

Because al1 of these are relatively new phenomena in the country, some changes in 

educational institutions, administrative levels, governmental prograrns, native 

organisations, native communities, teacher training programs and so on must be realised. 

In al1 this cornplex context of change, one of the most important factors for developing 

native education is to improve the teaching profession. Teachers can play a very useful 



role in education depending on different factors. Then, it is important for native education 

in Colombia to establish factors that influence the teachers' identities and functions. The 

professional role of teaching depends not only on their training background. Teachers are 

not only workers of education but are dso ethnic human beings who reflect their 

identities to their professions. In the context showed in the two first chapters, we will tq 

to establish the main factors that determine the teachers' identities and roles when they 

work in native communities and multicultural environments (Chapters 3 and 4). The two 

first chapters dlow us to understand and put into context some of the analysis that we will 

address. 



CHAPTER THREE 

TEACHERS AND TEACHING PRACTICES IN NATIVE COMR1IUNITIES ]IN 

CAUCA, COLOMBLA 

3.1 littrocluction 

There are approximately 7.200 elementary school teachers in the province of Cauca, 

~o lo rnb ia~~ .  Approximately 1.700 teachers work in urban areas and 5.500 work in rural 

areas. From these 5,500 nird teachers, approximately 1,400 work with native chitdren in 

areas that are officially considered natives' territories or resguardos wMe 4.100 teachers 

work with peasants26 who live in rurai non-native areas. Those 1.400 teachers work with 

approximately 35.000 native children fiom nine ethnic groups over approximately 600 

schools located into 72 resguardos in the Cauca province (Garcia y Sanabria, 1993; SEP, 

1993). Despite this number of teachers, the necessity of new teachers and schools in aii the 

areas of the province is a reality. In municipalities where natives are a majority, it is 

estimated that 70% of children do not attend school (CRIC, 1995; SEP, 1996). Because 

teachers who work in resguardos (1.400) are the focus of this study, further information 

on number of schools, ethnic groups and distribution of teachers into each resguardos is 

presented in the Table 5. 

2s Measured in tenus of its members, teaching is the world's most practiced profession. In the Iate 20th 
century it was estimate. that there were 30,000,000 teachers throughout the world. Though their roles and 
functions Vary ftom country to country, the variations are generaiiy greater within a country than they are 
between countries. Because the nature of the activities that constitute teaching depends more on the age of 
the persons being taught than on auy other one thing, it is useful to recognise three subgroups of teachers: 
primary-school or elementary-schwl teachers; secondary-school teachers; and university teachers. These 
three subgroups had in the late 20th century an approxirnate world-wide ratio of 57 percent, 34 percent, 
and 9 percent, respectively (The new Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1995. P.422). 
26 Although peasants have the same social conditions and Live in the same type of rural areas, they are not 
considered natives by the Colombian governent and sometimes by themselves. They do not maintain the 
native traditions and they do not Iive inside the resguardos. This phenornenon is changing in the present 
because many rural communities are demanding native status and al1 the privileges obtained for natives as 
outlined by the new constitution. Thus, several groups have begun processes of cultural recovery in order 
to affirm native identity and to obtain native status. 



Table 5. POLITICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ETHNIC GROUPS, SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS IN 

1. North Zone 
- Buenos Aires 

- Caldono 

- Caloto 

- Corinto 

- Miranda 

- Santander 

- Toribio 

2. East Zone 
- BelalciSzar 

- Inzi4 

3. Center Zone 
- Jambal6 

- Morales 

- Piendamo 

- Popayh 

THE RESGUARDOS OF CAUCA, COLOMBIA (1 PART) 

Delicias y BtAiies 

Caldono, PioyA heblo  Nuevo, La 
Aguada, La Laguna 

Huetlas 

Munchique, Canoas, Concepcih 

Toribio, Tacueyo, San Francisco 

Belalcbr, Wila, Avirama, Lame, 
Suin, Santa Rosa, Chinas, San 
José, Cohetando, Ricaute, Araujo, 
Talaga, Vitonc6, Togoima, 
Calderas, Mosoco, 

Guanacas, San Andrbs, Yaquivh, 
Tumbichucue 

Honduras, Agua Negra, 
Chimborazo 

La Conquista 

Poblaz6n, Quintana, 

SCHOOLS 

15 

5 3 

26 

17 

1 1  

40 

49 

87 

40 

3 1 

3 1 

1 

10 

Continue, please. 



- Silvia 

4. South Zone 
- AImaguer 

- La Vega 

- San Sebastian 

- Sotar6 

- El Tambo 

- La Siera 

- Santa Rosa 

I S. Pacific Zone 
- L6pez de Micay 

- Timbiqul 

25 MUNICIPALiTiES 

Totor6, Paniquita, 
Polindara, 
Novirao, Jebala 

Coconuco, Puract5, 
Paletad 

Guambfa, Quizg6, 
Pitay6, Quichayk 
Turnburaro 

Panci tara, 
Guachicono 

San Sebastian 

Rio Blanco 

Alto del Rey 

Frontino, El Oso, 
El Moral 

Guayuyaco 

Belén de Iguana, 
ruan C O ~ O  

San Miguel de 
hfi, Guangui, 
lalle de Santa 
Xosa 

1 ETHNIC GROUPS .400 TEACHERS. 

Conventions: B: Blacks, C: Coconucos, E: Emberas, G: Guambianos, I:Ingas, K: Camenthsd, 
M: Mestizos, T: Totor6, Y: Yanaconas 

RESOURCE: Native Education Office, Cauca University. Popayan, 199 1 

GARCIA, W., Concordia University, Montreal, 1998. 



School-based education and the teacher's presence became a reality in resguardos at the 

turn of the century. Although Colombia's second president, Francisco de Paula Santander, 

decreed in 1821 the establishment of elementary schools for men in towns where the 

population exceeded 100 families, these were not established in native communities at the 

first instance. Natives used to iive in a scattered way as they do today; therefore, they did 

not fuifil the requirement of 100 families per town. In addition, the priorky was to pay 

attention to urban areas and mestizos who became the hegemonic group in the country. In 

193 1, only 5 1.2% of Colombian children attended school and teachers were contracted for 

working in the most populated areas (Helg, 1987); therefore, it is easy to guess that the 

teacher's presence in native communities was scarce. In order to be students, native 

children left their communities and farnilies and moved to schools focated in urban areas. 

In some cases, they became dmost servants of their hosts and they incorporated strong 

conflicts of identity about their linguistic and cultural differences. 

Since the Concordat with the Vatican was signed in 1887, the Catholic Church took 

charge of the education in the resguardos. Through orphanages and (residential) boarding 

schools, Jesuits and members of different religious groups became missionary teachers and 

established schools in native territories. This cm be considered as the beginning of the 

public school-based education and of the teachers' presence in native temtories. Since that 

moment, schools and teachers becarne a reality in native communities and these are 

presently part of the daily life of the native children and people in general. Even if some 

parents do not have children at school, they participate in some activities around school 

and education. Besides that, school in some native territories has been re-built with a 

different focus especially since the 1970s. Therefore, this is also an accepted realiîy in 

some native communities for the past three decades. 

Schools stiil cause some conflicts for present native communities and organisations. 

Schools were started up as ideological resources of assimilation; these have no roots in the 

native traditions of teaching and learning and, native groups have only partial control on 

the schooling system. Therefore, their autonomy as groups and cultures is weak. 



Nevertheless, school is a reality and the rnajority of parents demand this as part of the 

education of their children. Therefore, native political organisations (from the 1970s) and 

the Colombian State (fkom the 1980s) are trying to transform the school structure into one 

involving the complex native agenda. In this sense, several unresolved questions address 

the present discussion: 

- What do school and education mean for native communities? 

- What is the relationship among education, school and enculturation (cultural 

transmission) in native communities? 

- What are the differences between a native school and non-native school? 

- Why and how is school integrated into the native educational processes, since school 

arose fiom non-native roots? 

- Does school have its own or alternative culture? 

As one of the main issues, the analysis of the teacher's presence and the teaching 

profession could shed light on understanding other school-based educational factors in 

native cornrnunities. We could also pose some questions: 

- 1s teaching a particular fiinctiodprofession of school-based education? 

- What does it mean to be a teacher in a native community? 

- What are the differences among being a teacher, a community teacher and an educator? 

- What are the differences between a native- teacher and a non-native teacher? 

- Should the teacher's training programs be different when teachers work for native 

communities or in muIticultura1 settings? 

- What does it mean to be a native or a mutticultural teacher? 

- Can a teacher instruct students fiom dBerent cultural and linguistic backgrounds in the 

sarne classroom? 

- Can a teacher become a professional although he/she does not follow a forma1 training 

program? 



Further research is neccesary in order to answer such questions. Nevertheless, it is 

important to establish a previous fiamework about teachers' identity for future reserachs. 

The teacher's identity, role, functions, problems and chaüenges are based not only on 

the training experiences. Social, cultural, historical and pedagogical influences exist and 

these indicate that teachers and teaching are different. Teacher and teaching are also 

cultural images. These c m  be interpreted and changed according to the present 

cornmunity's necessities. Then, new anaIytical fiameworks on teacher and teaching are 

needed in order to improve the teaching profession and also to improve education for all 

the culturd groups. 

3.2 Teachers of native communities: Cornplex identities among missionm*es, political 

agents andpedagogical agents. 

Teachers constitute one of the most important factors for determinhg the characteristics 

of native education in the Cauca region. Native schools can be dflerentiated fiom a non- 

native school based on the teacher's identity and hidher role in the school and in the 

cornrnunity. In other words, a native school is different fiom a non-native schooi because 

t eachers work and behave dzerently. Historicaily, several types and generations of 

teachers have appeared in the native regions of the Cauca province. Presently, it is 

possible to identiQ five types of teachers who work in native communities of Cauca: a) 

non-native first-generation teachers, b) non-native second-generation teachers c) native 

first-generation teachers, d) native second-generation teachers and e) native third- 

generation teachers. A synthesis of each type and generation of teachers who work in 

native communities of Cauca is shown in Table 6. 

3.2.1 Non-native Jirs f-genera f ion teachers 

Presently, Non-native teachers constitute 60% of teachers who work in native 

communities. Non-native first-generation teachers constitute 10% but they were the first 

to appear in native communities after 1950. They are majority women with elementary 

education or who were trained in classical high schools (few of them in normal schools) 





TABLE 6. TYPES AND GENERATIONS OF TEACHERS WORKING IN NATIVE COMMUNITlES IN CAUCA, COLOMBIA (Part II) 

NON NATIVE FIRST- 
GENE!RATION TEACWERS 

4. Professional tendency 
- These teachers were hired 
with an elementary-shool 
training. After, they attended 
high schools or normal 
schools. Few of hem 
attended to university. 
- Because they were hired 
based on political influences, 
they assume more a labour 
and salary relationship with 
the community and the state. 
- They have professional 
conflicts due to the fact that 
they were not trained for 
working with natives. 
Because they have long 
experiences as teachers, they 

1 assume comprehensive 
attitudes toward native 
children and communities. 

NON NATIVE SECOND- 
GENERATION TEACHERS 

n native communities 
They want to rnigrate out of 

native regions as soon as 
?ossible 

1. Professional tendency 
- These teachers were trained 
in normal schook located in 
Popayfin or in their towns. 
- Sorne of them received their 
certificates from Cauca 
University or others. 
- Usually, they were hired for 
paying political kickbacks 
- They demand privileges and 
higher salaries for working 
with native people 
- Because they do not live in 
the village where the school is 
located, they want to work 
three or four days per week in 
schools and go out as soon as 
possible. 
They have a tendency to 
change influenced by native 
political organisations. 

:onsidered community 
eaders 
They know the mestizos' 

:us toms and language are 
iware about their ethnic and 
iuman nghts. 

4. Professional tendency 
niese teachers were almost 

illiterate people who became 
teachers for native children. 
- They were hired and trained 
for native organisations 
- They built their professional 
identities developing more an 
ideological cornmitment than 
a pedagogical one but, they 
do not assume ethnic conflicts 
in their teaching practices 
- Their professional identities 
and status are questioned 
since they did not receive 
formal training 
- Presently, they teach, 
administrate and research 
native issues. They teach to 
new generations of teachers 

iedagogical resources 
In general they maintain 

;ood relationships with 
ments and children as well 
IS with institutional 
~epresentatives 

I. Professional tendency 
- They received more 
icademic instruction than 
heir first-generation 
:olleagues and they are 
:ontinuously searching such 
new opportunities. Some of 
hem have studied 
anthropology, linguistics, 
political science and 
education. 
They received their first 

instruction as teachers by 
Cauca University and CRIC 
through a teacher in-service 
training program for natives 
- They studied elementary or 
high school in the nearest 
town. 

They can easily appropriate 
lon-native values, articulating 
some of these new values into 
heir customs and life 

4. Professional tendency 
- These teachers are students 
in the present teacher training 
programs in Cauca University 
and CRIC offer 
- They do not have long 
experience as teachers 
- They did not participate in 
the native struggles neither do 
they have to much contact 
with first-generation 
colleagues 
- Their concem for academic 
and pedagogical issues is 
greater than theirs first- and 
second-generation colleagues 
using more technological 
resources in schools and daily 
life. 
- They do not transfer serious 
conflicts to their professional 
roles 

GARC~A, W., Concordia University. Montreal. 1998. 



Representation 2. Generations of Native and Non-Native Teachers in Cauca, 
Colombia 
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located in Popayiin as weii as s m d  towns or villages over the provinces27. Besides that, 

they were hired due to political recommendations of the ruling pariy and related 

considerations. In these towns, the majority of the population is mestizos who work as 

peasants or in the public offices of the state. 

Therefore, mestizos who were born and grew up in srnail towns constituted the majority 

of teachers who went to native territories in the 1960s. The majority of them does not 

understand the native languages and are against native traditions. Also, they have received 

a strong influence fi-om the Catholic Church in order to evangelise and acculturate native 

communities. In addition, teachers who were trained in normal schools generdy are not 

prepared for working in non-native communities. Therefore, they are not f d a r  with the 

native educational agenda: native cognitive and psychological process, socialisation 

process, language, child development, poiicy and philosophy, etc. Thus, the acquired 

professional identity is in conflict with the ethnic and political identity of these teachers. 

Nevertheless, the long experience of working of some of those (20, 25 or 30 years as 

teachers) has modified their attitude toward native children and communities. Precisely, 

teachers who have worked for a long t h e  in these regions demonstrate more tendemess, 

affection and concem toward native children. They perceive children as potential peasants, 

workers, high school students and eventually teachers 

3.2.2 Non-native second-generation teachers 

Non-native second-generation teachers constitute 50% of the teaching force and they 

were engaged in the 1980s. These teachers have developed strong confiicts in their 

identities and roles as teachers in native communities. They were born and grew up in 

villages, srna11 towns or capital cities of the municipalities of the province near the 

resguardbs and in relationship with native communities. Precisely, in the small villages 

near the resguurdos lie the codiicts of identity, which are more serious: mestizos against 

27 Presently, there are five normal schools in the province of Cauca. Two of them are located in Popayh. 
Some normal schools have resûuctured their curricula including native educational components. 
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natives and vice versa (Cortés et al, 1985). Although they maintain permanent contact 

with native languages and cultures, they do not learn nor appreciate these as important 

values. These teachers maintain their conflicts between ethnic and professional identity and 

project their problems to children and communities. Usually, they want to spend three of 

four days per week in school. Also, these teachers want that every-student speaks ody 

Spanish in the school. These teachers do not consider nor participate in cornrnunity 

activities because they are concerned more about their salaries than about the educationai 

processes; they do not know about the native cultures. In schools, they behave more as 

catholic representatives than as teachers. In generai, non-native-second generation 

teachers really assume authoritanian and repressive attitudes toward native children and 

communities. 

These teachers were trained in normal schools located in Popayh or in their own 

towns. Some of them attended Cauca University to earn their undergraduate degrees. 

Others received their degrees through in-senrice correspondence university programs. 

Because teachers in Colombia are trained for working in urban areas, they have serious 

problems when travelling to mral areas. Naturally, the problems are getting worse when 

they go to work in native communities with cultural and linguistic dierences. Academic 

and pedagogical deficiencies are more obvious in native cornmunities than in rural or 

urban ones. Also, the evaluative parameters, which are used for measuring the teachers' 

role in urban and rural areas, are similar. Hence, rural teachers usually are considered 

below the standard level of qudity. Referring to the teacher training cumcula in Cauca 

University and normal schools, the native educational fhmeworks have not been 

sufficiently researched and systematised, even for natives, in relationship to the school- 

based education. Hence, the processes of change and improvement of the structure of the 

school and training prograrns are slow. The confiicts of ethnic identity in addition to the 

deficiencies in the training programs provoke worse problems in the teachers' roles and 

identities. This situation worsens when the religious commitrnents of Catholic Church are 

incorporated in the training and administration of teachers in native regions. The Catholic 



Church has played a core role in the Colombian educational system and therefore is 

responsible for low standards of quality in the Colombian educational system. 

As their first-generation colleagues, political people hired non-native second-generation 

teachers fbr considerations obtained during the carnpaigns fiom teachers themselves and 

of their relatives. Besides that, professional stability and development for these types of 

teachers becomes harder since they want to flee as soon as possible fiom these regions. 

Some teachers really expressed a sense of self-sacrifice and as missionaries working in 

these communities. Continuously, they are demanding higher salaries and pnvileged 

treatment fiom the government due to their work with native communities. 

Referring to non-native second-generation teachers, something very interesting is 

happening in the last years in the native communities of Cauca. Some (stiU few) of these 

teachers are coming close to native political organisations and comunities. Little by M e ,  

these teachers are participating in the in-service training programs addressing native 

organisations and they have better community links. Thus, they are demonstrating that 

teachers' behaviour, roles and identities can change when significant inputs are addressed. 

These inputs are cornïng especially fiom native political organisations and other teachers 

or partners in the same region. Also, Cauca University has played an important role In this 

change. 

Since 1988, Cauca University decided to concentrate efforts in in-service training 

programs of non-native teachers due to the fact that they constitute the majority of 

teachers in the region but they are not being included in the educational changes of the 

country. While native organisations have been more concerned and dedicated to native 

teachers, non-native teachers have depended on some educational institutions: The Centro 

Experimental Piloto (Experimental Pilot Centre), Secreiaria de Educucibn Pziblica y 

Deportes (Secretary of Public Education and Sports), Fondo Ehucativo Regional 

(Regional Educational Fund) and A rguidiocesis de Popuyh (Catholic Educational 

Institution). These institutions have no experience in native issues and they have had 



strong problems with native organisations. Besides that, they have played important roles 

in the corruption, segregation of citizens, and low quality of the Colombian educational 

system. Some non-native ht-generation teachers comment for exarnple how these 

institutions paid their monthly salaries with alcohol for a long time in order to prornote the 

consummation of this product. Thus, many of these teachers were forced to alcoholism, 

corruption, double work and so on. 

Undoubtedly, the role-played by the native political movement in ali the province and 

the county has been very important in the change of native education. Native issues are 

more oRen commented in al1 magazines, radio, television, lectures, events, etc. Several 

native activities are held in the city and big towns. The native voices are heard through 

their native congresses, provincial delegates and rnayors of some municipalities. More and 

more, native teachers are sharing courses, general meetings, union meetings and so on 

with non-native teachers. In addition, al1 the privileges and advantages obtained for native 

teachers after the new constitution (1991) and the General Law of Education (1994) are 

catalysts that irnprove theses relationships. 

Whereas the last m.entioned situation is only a recent tendency, some groups have 

resisted the generai hegemonic tendency in order to maintain their identities and cultural 

resources (material and syrnbolic ones). Several social conflicts for native issues have 

happened (and are still in course) through the bistory of the province and all over the 

country. To give the teacher and school a new identity and function is part of these social 

changes. Hence, native school-based education based on a particular ethnic philosophy is 

an important aim of some native groups, which guarantees the survival of al1 cultures. 

3.2.3 Native fitst-genera fion teachers 

In some native communities, the teachers' role and identity has already been transformed 

completely. Teachers (biingual or not) brought up in the last three decades have been 

political agents of change. These teachers are stmggling for getting more equal social 

conditions and acknowledgernent fiorn the Colombian State. They are people aware of 



their native roots and not just acadernic subject specialists and transmitters of hegemonic 

values. Presently, this type of teachers represents 40% of the totai teachers' population and 

they could be identifled as native teachers. We have sub-categorised them as first, second 

and third generation native teachers according to their cultural, political and professional 

features dong the history of native education. 

Undoubtedly, teacher's identity and role make the diifference between native 

schools/education and non-native schools. Teachers who were involved in the native 

struggles in the early 1970s have given to their professional identities a critical, political 

and ideologicai cornmitment rather than an academic or pedagogicai one. We have named 

them native first-generation teachers and they represent 5% of the total native teachers. 

These teachers are mainiy male natives who maintain their languages and their traditions. 

Some of them were fiinctionally illiterate people who assumed the challenge of study and 

became teachers in order to teach in their communities. The majority of them never 

dreamed to become teachers. Some of thern were already agriculturists and daily wage 

peasants. Al1 of them were consciously engaged for native communities in order to teach 

political issues to children in schools. The e s t  generation of native teachers did not have 

an institutional and pedagogical context but they had a very politicai and ideological 

community oriented. These teachers were not state representatives as their colleagues 

fiom the normal schools. They became cornmunity representatives being called community 

teachers in order to differentiate them fiom the others. On some occasions, these teachers 

were openiy against the state and they had to hide with the support of the native 

communities. The professional status of these teachers has been widely discussed since 

they do not fiil out alî the institutional requirements in order to be formally considered 

teachers. Native communities state that they are native teachers in their own native 

parameters; therefore, they should have the same social guarantees as regular teachers. 

These teachers can be considered the pioneers of native education in the country. In the 

first experiences of native education in Colombia, they opened schools, created schooling 

media, didactic, methodologies, recmited new teachers and so on. Sometimes, native 



communities created schools and paid teachers in order to push the government to 

recognise the school and assign economic resources. Their educational proposals were 

named educacibn indkena (native education), educacibn propia (own education), 

educacidn interna (inner education), and educacih bilingüe (bilingual education). These 

names remained until a few years ago when the Colombian state assimilated ail 

experiences and teachers under the state policy of etnoeducacidn (ethno-education). 

The fixst native teachers were community leaders without academic backgrounds but 

they B o n t e d  the responsibility of participating and fighting for their communities. This 

generation of teachers was advised by educational, multi-ethnic tearns (natives and 

mestizos) who participated in social and cultural revolutions of this decade (sixties and 

seventies) with the lefi-sided political parties. These teachers are considered true leaders in 

their communities dong with the cabildo, shaman and elders. 

In order to support the last m a t i o n ,  the words of a native first-generation teacher 

(NN- 1) are very interesting ( i t e ~ e w e d  August 1995). 

Q- ~Cbmo se fonnaron los maestros indigenas? 

A- Estos maestros son personas que se han venido fonnando en el proceso de 
lucha idgena.  Si miramos el casez de N N creo que ni sofiaba ser docente, pero 
resulta que la comunidad 20 eligio y é1 esta de lleno en elproceso politico y en el 
proceso organizativo. 

Q- . &&O te convertiste tu en maestro indigena? 

MA mi me nombro la comuniw aunque la cuestion es compleja. Desde 1973 la 
comunidad se venia organizando y estaba adelantando procesos de recuperacibn 
de tiewas y entonces necesitaba dirigentes. Como buscaban la manera de 
capacitarlos atendian a malquier organizacion que llegara y asi confactaron a 
Radio Sutatenza, al Partido Comunista y a los Agapes ( p p o  evangelico). Pero 
con el Partido Comunista llego la gente de las FARC (Fùerzas A m &  
Revolucionarias de Colom bia -grupo guewillero-). 

Usted sabe primer0 para qué fui elegido?. En ese moment0 yo tenia unos 16 d o s  
y la cornunidad me eligib para que yo me fiera para las FARC. .. con un grupo 
como de seis personas. Yo acepte y me compraron fadas la cosas para que yo me 



fiera: ropa, botus y todo lo demiis. Yo lo recibi y meBi  Yo alcance a subir hasta 
el Tabliuo para que me recogieran pero luego la comuni&d se hubia reunido 
mevamente y decidio traenne como maestro de la cornunidad Asi a los tres dias 
fieron al Tublazo y me trajeron ... Me dijeron que tenia que aceptar y 
capaci-e para trabajur con los nifios. Me cqacite como maestro en Toez con 
la organizacibn indgend8. 

Because native first-generation teachers belong to native communities and they know 

their objectives and compromises, they acquired clear ethnic and professional identities. 

They state what native education should be in order to hprove the living conditions of 

native communities. "Los maestros deben conocer y valorar la culfura indigena y las 

comurni&des con el fin de fincionar ademadinnente como maes&os. .. Conacer es 

valorm y valorar es respetar,- nosotros no conseguimos nada si un maestro es indigena 

pero no conoce ni respetu la cultural indigena" (IiiN-1. Popayh, August 1995)w. 

Native first-generation teachers have developed a strong process of cultural finnation. 

Generaliy, they know their languages, traditions and territories as weU as Spanish and 

mestizos' customs. Also, they have developed educational processes about their 

constitutional, human, ethnic, and historical rights. Because these teachers have been 

forrned through a constant stmggle, they know how the Colombian legal system works. 

** QI HOW are native teachers trained? 
A/ Native teachers are trained in the process of native fighting. We can refer to NN for example, who 
never thought of becoming a teacher but the community chose him and now he is developing a political 
and organisational stmggle. 

Q/ How do you become a native teacher? 
Al The community nominateci me as a teacher, but it is very complex. Since 1973, the community started 
an organisational process and it needed leaders. Because they needed to train people, they accepte. al1 
organisations that came. Thus, they wntacted Sutatenza Radio, Communist Party and The Agapes 
(reIigious Protestant group) but, the FARC (Colombian Revolutionary Army Forces -guerrilla group- 
)came with the Communist Party. 

Can you imagine how they chose me?. In that moment 1 was 16 and the community chose me and sent me 
to the FARC (Colombian Revolutionaq Army Forces -guerxila group-) with six other people. 1 accepted 
their decision and they bought al1 the things 1 neeûed: clothes, boots and so on. 1 climbed upon The 
Tablazo in order to meet someone. Af€er, the community met again and decided to bnng me back to the 
community to teach children. After three days, they brought me to school and demanded that 1 accept a 
teaching position. They sent me to train with the native organisation in Toez. 



They have international contacts with egalitarian and political organisations around the 

world, which allow them to raise fiinds for their projects. It is amazing how these teachers 

cm use modem technology as well as cultivate traditional plants in their countryside 

houses. Some of them have travelled around the world and participated in several 

international congresses and organisations. They express that to be native is to be a strong 

person, to love the earth (referring to the soil), to work with nature and to serve the 

comrnunity. 

In general, these teachers have defined their professional identities by the native 

community's necessities. Hence, it is not important if they entered an academic program in 

order to obtain the professional status. To be a native teacher is to foilow the way that the 

community shows. Lately, this identity is being re-defined for the native political 

organisations more than for the comunities themselves. Then, it is possible to understand 

how their view of education is more political and ideological than pedagogical. Although 

some of these teachers were involved in recent in-service teacher training programs, they 

cm articulate both their ethnic and professiond identities with the most recent foundations 

of teaching and education. Because they know what they want fiom the educational 

process and from the school, they rnould al1 the inputs in such a perspective. 

It is also important to emphasise how native teachers establish better relationships with 

children and cornrnunities. Generally, they speak in native languages. Therefore, they 

cornmunicate fully with children and parents. They are very respectfiil people among 

parents and comrnunity members. They treat children in a good way while trying to teach 

political and academic matters. They consider children as potential political leaders who 

must follow the community's positions. In this perspective, the community's aims are 

considered more important than the individual's. 

29 Teachers must know and value the native culture and communiîies in order to acquire proper 
professional identities ... To know is to value and to value is to respect; we get nothing if a native does not 
know nor respect the native culture (NN-1. Popayh, August, 1995). 



Since native first -generation teachers were the first promotion of native teachers, they 

did not teach during many years in schools. They became instructors for new generations 

and promotions of teachers. Presently, they play roles as school administrators, local 

supenrisors and native representatives in state institutions. They are also involved in 

research processes of native education in order to understand and support their 

educational proposals. Some of them have attended the universities and received their 

certificates (undergraduates and master's degrees) in ethno-linguistics, which allow them 

to develop their native writing system. Lately, these native first-generation teachers have 

played an important role as officially accepted professors (instructors) of new native 

second- and third-generation teachers and non-native teachers since 1988. 

3.2.4 Native second-generation teachers 

Native second-generation teachers represent 25% of the total teacher population and 

they keep a strong similitude with the first generations of native teachers. They are 

proportionally both women and men with a majority being native. Usually, they have 

studied e lementq or secondary education in the nearest town. These teachers and their 

relatives have participated in the native social movernents of equity (and equality). They 

also know their legal, political and historical rights and they feel strong social ties with 

their cornrnunities. These teachers appeared after 1985. Therefore, they did not participate 

during the worst native struggles in the 1970s. Nevertheless, they have established 

contacts with the first-generation of native teachers through workshops, educational 

meetings, political meetings, public protests, political carnpaigns, etc. Thus, they have 

received direct ideological and political influences of social change. They have actively 

participated in social, cultural and political movements after 1985. They played a very 

important knction between 1988 and 1994 in the political movement for re-drafhg 

Colombia's constitution (1991). Many of these teachers left their academic and 

pedagogical responsibilities during this period to dedicate themselves to the political 

campaign. Colombian native groups participated with four constituents in the 

Constitutional Assembly -two of them from the Cauca province-. For the first time, 



Colombia was declared a multiethnic and pluriculiural (multicultural) and multilingual 

country. Hence, several native rights were consecrated in the new constitution. 

Native second-generation teachers have clear ethnic identities as bilingual native 

teachers as well as famiers in the resguardos. Therefore, they maintain a relationship with 

the land and nature through agriculture. They give a clear definition to their professional 

identities. They know, practice and value many different cultural traditions, which are used 

sometimes as pedagogical resources. The interview conducted in August 1993 with a 

native second-generation teacher (NN-2) state the outline of this type of teachers and its 

similarity to native first-generation teachers. 

Yo habia pensudo quedamte en la cornunidad y trabajar, mi papd era jomalero 
en esta hacien& enfonces cuando llegd la organizacidn se fundo la comunihd 
la importancia de ser maesiro indigena es que la educacih se dé a partir del 
conocimiento & los indigenas, porque dia a dia los indigenas tiene que seguir su 
camino de Zucha y conocer la historia propia y entender que existen varios 
grupos ézhicos que &ben tener su formacidn educativa. 

La edztcacidn siempre ha sido un imbajo dificil. En 1984 me manhon  casi a la 
fierza porque m i  era la escogencia de uno. Me m i a r o n  con &s taZZeres de 
cupacitacih, se decia que la educacibn oficial no presentaba la realidad de las 
comunidades indigenas, enfonces nos enviaron a enseiïar. .. Yo habia pensado 
retirame p r o  habia una drficultad que la escuela debia seguir fincionando, 
entonces la comunidaa irnpidid esa decision, osea que uno depende de la 
comuniard, ella es la que rnedio el visto bueno y si lo tiene a uno aqui esporque 
le ha dado re~uliado~~.  

Because these teachers received more academic education than their first-generation 

colleagues, they are a little more concerned for the academic development of native 

30 1 have thought to work (as a peasant) and live in the comrnunity. My father was a worker on this fann. 
Then, the native organisation came and founded the community. The irnporbnce of native education is to 
do this based in the native culture. Because day by day, native people should continue stniggling and 
understanding that there are several groups who need to know their history and their education. 

Education has always been a difncult job. In 1984, they forced me to teach. That was the way they chose 
me to become a teacher. They sent me to teach but 1 had just two workshops in education. They told me 
that official education did not pick up the native thoughts. 1 thought of resigning but the school needed to 
continue. Therefore, the community ignored my decision. Then, one depends on the community. It 
approved to keep me here and if it wanted to keep me hem, it was because my job was useW. 



children and, they are continuously searching for academic opportunities for thernselves. 

The majority of them are involved in universis. programs such as anthropology, political 

science, linguistics, law and education. These teachers constituted the first graduates of in- 

service training program that native organisations developed with Cauca University 

between 198 8 and 1 993. Then, they received specific and particular professional 

instruction over five years, which certified them as teachers. In addition, their hrst- 

generation colleagues through a one-year-teacher training program administrated by native 

organisations had trained these teachers. 

This type of teacher assumes also a political role in hidher professional identity as weff 

as a pedagogical one. They can relate to state institutions easily and also to native 

communities. In general, they have good retationships with native children, parents and 

communities as well as state institutional representatives. Presently, many of them are not 

teaching children but have become administrators and professors of several promotions of 

native third-generation teachers. In  fact, this change of identity by native second- 

generation teachers is also related to the legitimisation and acknowledgement of native 

aspirations on education, land, natural resources and so on for the Colombian governent 

in the 1980s. The Ministry of Education in Colombia created the official program of 

Ethno-education in 1985. SYniIarly, it hired some people, assigned a budget and divulged 

ail the new ideas about the native rights on education in the regions. In 1987, important 

foreign economical resources were compromised for education over the country and part 

of these resources were devoted to native education in the regions. Several central and 

non-central institutions created programs and resources for supporthg native demands. 

Undoubtedly, all these changes afl?ected the new milieu of native teachers giving specific 

features to this and the next generation of teachers. 

3.2.5 Native fhird-generation teachers 

Native third-generation teachers constitute 10% of teachers. A majority of women 

became third-generation teachers aRer 1990. They are young and inexperienced in social, 

political and pedagogical matters. Because the number of this type of teachers d l  



increase in the near future, firrther analysis is required to increase their awareness of their 

professional identities and roles in concordance with their ethnic, social and historical 

conditions. 

The majority of these teachers were born in resguardos being fiom a low class stratum. 

They grew up surrounded by the native confiicts and movements in the last decades in the 

country. While they are not political pioneers of socid change as are the fkst-generations 

teachers, they know about native struggles through oral tradition and some publications. 

Usually, these teachers live and work in their own native communities or near villages 

participating in community activities. These teachers have assumed a non-radical position 

of opposition to the non-native values articulating some of these values into the native 

patterns of We includig school and education. They want to continue living in native 

regions but they try to  change some traditional patterns in order to live their iives more 

codor t  ably. 

While half of them are bilingual people, they know, value and practise some native 

traditions. They do not know all the native history in the province and the country, but 

they share some main political concerns. Because these teachers have had the opportunity 

of travelling more often out of the villages, they are more familiar with the mestizo styles 

of living and they adopt some of these values, behaviours and resources. Thus for 

example, they use more technological resources in their daily and professional life. In 

general, they do not have strong confiicts of cultural identity but they have some problems 

identwng their jobs in political fiarneworks. They are more concerned for academic and 

pedagogical issues than their first- and second-generation colleagues. 

The biggest changes conceming this type of teacher are related to their professional 

training and identity. Due to  many native teacher-training programs that were established 

&er 1985 for the Colombian state, these teachers have been increasingly influencecl by 

academic and pedagogical concerns rather than by political or  ideological ones. Presently, 

the main concems which address the discussion on native education are: universi@ vs. 



normal teacher training prograrns, native teacher statu, teachers' salary, native 

educational research, and so on. More often, teachers are not concerned for the social and 

cultural conditions of their communities but for their professional status and persona1 

necessities. Thus, a smooth change of paradigrns is happening in the native educational 

agenda. Native education is moving fiom a very ideological and political concern to an 

academic and institutional one. In this change, the role of anthropologists and of linguistics 

has been very important. 

Because social scientists (especially anthropologists, linguists and sociologists) are more 

involved in native issues, they have transferred their theoretical and acadernic focuses to 

the native agenda. Because the majority of them came frorn academic backgrounds in 

universities and institutions more than fiom practical and political ones, they have 

incorporated academic discussions to the native stmggies. Hence, many native 

communities are now more concerned for acadernic discussions than for politicai ones. 

This is reflected in the new generations of teachers who they have trained, as well as in the 

attitudes and roles that the alumni from these universities assume in fiont of the native 

communities and state institutions. Usudy, they act as a bridge between the state and the 

communities tendig to flatter the state. 

In addition, the ethno-educational fiamework proposed by the Colombian State since 

1985 is a reference point of training and hiring new teachers for native cornmunities. The 

Colombian government has regulated all these native educational issues through nine legd 

instruments (law, decrees, resolutions and so on) in the last ten years. Similady, important 

budgets and institutional changes have been incorporated in the state system of ethno- 

education. Little by little, native education in resguarubs is transforming toward ethno- 

education of the state. Native teachers of the latest generations are assuming these 

parameters in their training programs, their life experiences and their work settings. 



Specincally, the new tacher training programs in the ethno-educational framework3' are 

based O universaiity, which was rejected in the past decades. Thus, the sarne cumculum 

and foundations are proposed and developed ail over the country. It does not matter 

which ethnic, linguistic or historical conditions a group has, however it must foiiow the 

main points of ethno-education: socialisation, nature, communication and work. Basically 

teachers receive the same training, regardless of where they go to teach. Even this 

curriculum is stated for training of teachers who are working with blacks and mestizos in 

ver- multicultural settings. 

The Colombian govenunent lay the foundations of intercultural poiicy in order to 

regulate the native movements in the country and incorporate the native education in the 

public educational system. In this sense, the majority of native politicai organisations have 

followed the state educational fhmework of ethno-education and degraded some of the 

initial foundations. Nevertheless, the native social conditions have not changed and many 

problems still remain. Therefore, the specific politicai, cultural and historicai features of 

native communities and teachers are again unknown. These native third-generation 

teachers are going to acquire a more professional status based in the national and 

hegemonic patterns rather than in the native and political ones. To secure better safaries, 

pensions, holidays, union rights and so on are the main concerns of a majority of teachers 

in Colombia. These concerns do not give a specific identity to native teachers who coined 

different ideals. 

In preparing native third-generation teachers, four universities over the country 

(Amazonia, Cauca, Guajira, Tecnologica de Pereira) have estabIished undergraduate 

programs which were designed for natives in the country. Although such programs were 

established thinking about the native needs, the rnajority of students are not natives. The 

Ethno-education is  a term denved fiom ethnodevelopment. This concept was inWuceci in Latin 
America by the theories of Mexican anthropologist Bonf3 Batalla in the 1980s. The political framework 
of this concept is interculturalism: There is a hegemonic group that allows the cohabitation of minority 
groups with different cultures. It is important to establish which cultural resources are internai, extend, 
appropriated or imposed in the relationship between the two cultural groups. Thus, the multiculturaï 



majority of universities lack real research experiences about native issues and education. 

Tradition*, these universities rejected the native students and contact with native 

regions in the past few years. Since the Colombian government designated economic 

resources for handling native demands, the sarne universities have opened their doors to 

native students with the label of ethno-education whiie the programs, curricuta, media, 

professors, etc. remain unchanged. 

The data showed in the Representation 3 and Table 7 ailow us to analyse the before 

mentioned considerations on the changing role and identity of native third-generation 

teachers. During the first semester of 1995, fifty autobiographies were collecteci fkom 

native teachers who were involved in teacher training programs. The majority of these 

trainees are native third-generation and non-native second-generation teachers who 

represent the most recently hired teachers in native schools (two to four years of teaching 

experience). They are participating in the Bachelor of Ethno-education (Cauca 

University), In-seMce teacher training program of Segovia, Tierradentro 

(CRIC/UNICAUCA) and workshops for In-seMce teacher training programs in the 

resgumdo of Ambal6 (PEB-CABILDO/UNICAUCA). While the first program was held 

in Popayh, the second and the third ones were held in two r e s - d o s .  Based in the 

reception and review of 47 autobiographies, we can state: 

a) Teachers for native regions who receive their training outside of the resguardos do not 

claim teaching as their first vocation. 

Por ser de esta veredafii obligado a trabajar en la escuela, ya que solo fultaba 
el maestro. " (IN-3). 

Nosotros vemos la necesidad de la relacion con la cornunidad pero no siempre 
porque tenemos muchas cosas que hacer. " (NN-4). 

paradigm is lost in such a concept since the concept of a nation or a people is nonexistent. Also, the 
concept of pure cultures is suggested. 
32 Because 1 was born in this village, 1 was forced to work at the school; they had the school but no 
teachers (NN-3). 
33 Because we have a lot to do, we do not always take into account the necessity of the relationship with 
the co~nmunity. (NN-4) 



Representation 3. VOCATIONAL ATïITUDES OF NATTVES AND NON-NATIVES TEACHERS 
OF DIFFERENT TRAINING TEACHERS PROGRAMS 

l Yes 

No 

0 indiff. 

A Pre- B. ln C. Total 
Senffce sew. Work- 
teach. training shops 
Pro& Pros in serv. 

Table 7. VOCATIONAL AND ETHNIC AïTITUDES NATIVE THIRD-GENERATION AND NON- 
NATIVE SECOND-GENERATION TEACHERS IN CAUCA, COLOMBIA 

1 In Popayn'n &y: 
A- Pre-Service training 
teacher program 
(Bachelor in Ethno- 
education-Popaybn) 

In country-side: 
B- In-service training 
teacher Program 
(Segovia) 

C- Work-shops for In- 
service teachers 
(Ambalo) 
TOTAL 
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b) While only 25% of non-native teachers state vocational attitudes as teachers, 50% of 

native teachers state such a vocation. Thus, the professional vocation of being a teacher is 

not a reaiïty in ail teachers. 

La necesidad de frabajar infuyo en mi decision de ser maestro.." (hrN-5). 
Puede ser facil ser docente indigena para aquellas personas que pe&n habliar y 
leer el Nase Yuwe y conorcan su culn»~.~~(NV-6). 

c) It is interesting that an important group of teachers stated that they did not know that 

they had a vocation. Usuaily, these teachers are not working but are taking courses in 

order to cert* themselves and to secure employrnent. 

Me hice maestra a m e s  de un amigo de mi hemuna que me ofrecio hacer una 
licencia. 36(MV- 7) 

Yo estudie aZgu diferente y me he tenido que &senvolver en un campo muy 
distinto. '' (NN-8) 

From the above table and teachers' statements, it is easy to iiiustrate how the direct 

cultural contact that teachers establish with native communities improves their 

professional as well as their ethnic identities. Cornrnunities can indicate the path that 

teachers should follow in order to do their jobs and feel accomplished in their 

comrnunities. Despite the vocation being initially iduenced by the community's demands, 

the majority of teachers who have a clearer vocation for working in native comrnunities 

are native people. 

In the near fùture, the necessity must be to consider the social, cultural and historical 

conditions and necessities of native comrnunities in order to maintain a political and 

34 The necessity or job influenced me in making my decision to becorne a teacher (NN-5). 
35 TO be a native teacher is easy for those who know the native culture and can speak and read the Nasa 
Yuwe (native language) (NNa) 
" 1 I e  a teacher through a sister's ftiend who offered me his job temporarily during his absence (NN- 
7) 
" 1 studied something vexy different; t h ,  1 am working in a different field (NN-8) 



ideologicd focus on the teachers' roles, identities and training. Nevertheless, it is 

necessary to go fùrther than simpiy complaining or demandimg. It  is aiso the tirne for 

affirming and developing educationai processes based on native perceptions of education. 

Thus, stronger projects of research are needed in: psychological development, 

communicative strategies, bhguai  teaching and learning approaches and styles in 

multicultural settings with native people. This research should be  addressed for native 

people who use their languages in partnership with non-native people who are wiiiing to 

know and value the native cultures. 

Therefore, to develop a new teacher's identity and role is needed to prepare pre- and in- 

service teachers who wili work these regions. There is a need for teachers who can keep a 

balance between their ethnic and professionai identities without conflicts extending to 

children and communities. It is necessary to train a new teacher as a politicai and 

ideologicd agent of social change but with sufficient scientific quality for identifjhg and 

using different cultural resources. Similarly it is necessary that a teacher appreciates hidher 

culture as a social vaiue as weli as an individual expression seeing the others and 

himherself as human beings with difEerent dimensions, possibilities and limits. 

3.2.6 Type of feachers who are not imiolve (included) in this studj 

Finally, it is important to mention three more types of teachers who influence (or will do) 

native education. Because these teachers are not a present or current or majority influence 

in the study region, they were not included in ail  the analysis. The first group is novice 

teachers in university or normal schools. These teachers will work in tespardos and wiU 

find several of the aforementioned social and cultural conditions. They are not actually 

conscious about the native conditions and cultures. They will be fùture students in re- 

education prograrns of Cauca University or Normal Schools. This inconsistency and waste 

of money happen precisely because fiirther research and advice is required. 

Similarly, there are a small group of teachers (approximately 25) who live in non- 

permanent refbgee camps working with native communities. Because of the June 1984 



earthquake and avalanche, which aflFected an important natural native region, some native 

comrnunities were relocated to non-permanent camps. Some young native people were 

chosen as teachers for native communities and they are still working. The Colombian 

government did not assign any trained teacher to assist the educational necessities of 

chiidren. Presently, those community teachers continue working and some of them have 

started to gain a salary. These teachers were not included in this study. 

In addition, few Catholic missionaries, nuns and priests as weU as Protestant reverends 

of different sects are working as teachers in native communities. Presently they do not 

constitute an important percentage but they have auences  in some communities and 

organisations. h the near fiture, they could play important roles in the native education 

due to the importance and budgets that they are gaining. Nevertheless, The bad memories 

and experiences that native communities have had with the CathoIic church since the 

Colonial epoch will limit the Catholic influence in education. The Catholic Church played 

an important role in the destruction and acculturation of these communities through the 

teachers (rnissionaries, nuns, pnest, and volunteers). 

3.3 Charactekation of teachers who work in native regions 

3.3.1 Previous studies and first teachers ' characterisution: Oflcial and Non-ofJicial 

teacher 

Studies and research about teachers in Colombia are scarce. Nevertheless, some general 

studies about the teachers and teachers in the history of Colornbian education have been 

developed by the sociologist, Rodrigo Parra Sandoval(1986, 1999, the historian, Alberto 

Martinez Boom (1987), the politician, Virgilio Barco (1987) and the pedagogist, Agustin 

Neto Caballero (1963). Writers such as Flores, R and Batista, E. (1986), Lozada, R. 

(1983) and Nidelcoff, M. (1 979) have produced some general reflections. 

Studies and research about native teachers in Colombia are almost non-existent. The 

Cauca province has been one of the most studied native regions in the country. Hence, 

three studies about native teachers of this region can be mentioned. In 1984, the native 



educationd project conducted by Cauca University drove its first research experience in 

the Cauca province through a team of five researchers. This project dedicated sorne efforts 

to the understanding and characterisation of native teachers of the region in order to 

elaborate a generd educational diagnosis. In this sense, a study conducted by Dr. Cortés 

(Co-ordinator of the research team) was published in 1985. At the same time, the project 

gave the opportunity to an anthropologist fkom another university (Universi& de los 

Amdés) to research and propose a native teacher training program as part of her Master's 

thesis which constituted the second background of this type of study (Pabh, M. 1986). 

Between 1992 and 1994, the team of the Native Education Office in Cauca University 

addressed a new area of research on native teachers of the region. This research 

constitutes a statistical and descriptive study of native teachers in the region (Garcia, W., 

Sanabria, O., 1994). In addition, native organisations have also realised studies on 

teachers' necessities and labour conditions but these are not published; The first 

fiarneworks of analysis on teachers identity and role mentioned in the above studies is 

synthesised and presented in Table 8. 

Because native teachers were not recognised by the CoIombian educational system 

before 1985, they were considered as non-official teachers. This meant that only teachers 

who were contracted for the public educational institutions (Secretaries de Educacion y 

Deportes) were considered as official teachers. Thus, the professionai status was iinked to 

the process of h i ~ g  more than the teacher's cornrnunity role or hidher teaching capacity. 

Therefore, these studies propose a relationship between the official teacher who is non- 

native and the non-officiai teacher who is native. Presently, such division is improper 

because natives ar.d non-native teachers are both officia1 and are recognised by the 

Colombian educational system. 

In addition, the study shows how official (non-natives) teachers as well as non-official 

teachers (natives) c m  assume two different behaviours in the face of native communities, 



Table 8. FlRST CHARACTERISATION OF TEACHERS WORKlNG IN NATIVE COMMUNlTlES OF 

Identity 

Relationship with 
community 

Relationship with 
children 

Training 

H e  or She: 

Identity 

Language 

Relationship with 
community 

Relationship with 
children 

Training 

CAUCA, COLOMBIA. 

He or She: 

- rejects the native culture 

- is monolingual in Castellano (Spanish) 

- is not born in the community 
- represents the foreign culture 
- is hired by political kickbacks 

- is authontarian, repressive and usually 
he/she acknowIedges the native child 

- received a Christian religion training 
- was trained in subject areas of knowledge 
- has a strict pedagogical framework 

- gets interest for native culture -self-critic- 

- is monolingual in Castellano (Spanish) 

- is extemal person in the community 
- is hired by the state 
- likes to establish links with the community 
through social research 

- is a democratic person but acknowledges 
the native culture and the native child 

- has developed political tendencies 
- was trained in subject areas of knowledge 
- has developed new pedagogical 
frameworks since he/she participates in the 
Pedagogical Movement (for change) 

- is arnbiguous about hidher identity 

- is bilingual (Native and Spanish) or 
monolingual in Castellano (Spanish) 

- is born in the community 
- is hired by the state due to community' s 
requests and references 
- has sorne knowledge of native culture 

- is less authontarian but hdshe 
acknowledges native child 

- received a certain kind of acadernic and 
pedagogical training 

- pemanently afftrrns hisher identity 

- is bilinguai (Native and Spanish) or 
monolinguai in Custellmo (Spanish) 

- is hired for community itself 
- is comprornised with native movements 
- has knowledge about native culture and 
research on native issues 

- is a democratic person and likes to 
research about the native child' s features 

- receives a intense ideological formation 
through periodical workshops according to 
the native movement* s necessities 
- has scarce academic and pedagogical 
training 
- is strongly united to native movements 

RESOURCE: Cortés, P. Contexto Natural y Social de la Educaci6n Indlgena. Universidad del Cauca, Popayh, 1986 

GARC~A, W., Concordia University. Montreal, 1998. 



cultures, children and academic background. The study shows how teachers could play an 

important role in native communities regardless of their ethnic background. The main 

factors, which affect these identities, are: culture, language, and relationship with the 

community, with the chiidren and academic background. One could find a non-officia1 

(native) teacher with conflicts with hidher ethnic identity (language, traditions, etc.); 

hence, who displays professional conflicts as a teacher. Alike, it is possible to fuid an 

official teacher (non-native) who has interest for native issues, who has established good 

relationships with the native communities and who has been politicaily active (Cortés et al, 

1986). The study aIso stresses the social and economical conditions of teachers in Cauca 

native regions. 

Hqy municipios como Jambalo donde los 48 maestos municipales son pagados 

por contrato, lo que signzjka un salario alrededor de $9,000 sin pestaciones 

sociales durante nueve meses al d o .  Cuaildo los maestros son subvencionados, 

alcanzan a recibir un salario que oscila entre $2,000 y $4,000 al mes en tanto 

que actualmente 

los maestro ofciales devengan entre $80,000 y $90,000 rneylsua~es.~~ (Cortés et 
al, 1986 p. 70) 

Sirnilarly, the quality of teaching and education is affected by the materiai conditions of 

working in native regions of Cauca. Teachers can not perform with high standards of 

quality in their jobs when they have some difficulties to a o r d  family necessities, travel 

long distances and have scarce working material. There is prevalence of low motivation 

and self-esteem expressed by teachers working in native regions. Some teachers had no 

idea who were native students in their classrooms or those who spoke the native 

languages. Finally, the study reports the hierarchical organisation that teachers of native 

communities assume for themselves in fiont their colleagues. Table 9 shows such a 

hierarchy starting with the highest level. (Cortés et al, 1986). 

38 There are municipalities l&e Jambalo where 48 native teachen are paid by conüacts. This means a 
salary of approximately Col.$ 9,000 without social guarantees for nine months per year. When teachers 
are subsidised, they cm earn a saiary between Col.$ 2,000 and Col.$ 4,000 per month. Nevertheless, 
official teachers earn between Col.$80,000 and Co1.$90,000 per month. 

77 



Table 9. HIEIRAICCHICAL ORGANISATION OF TEACHERS FROM NATIVE REGIONS IN 
CAUCA, COLOMBIA 

1. State (Feder.) 
2. Province 
3. Municipality 
4. Church 
5. Cornmunity 

1. Urban area 
2. R d  area 

1. Permanent hired 1. Mestizos 
2. Known-term hired 2. Blacks 
3. Temporal hued 3. Natives 
4. Occasional himi 
5. pay-wage hired 

GARCLA, W. Concordia University. Montreal, 1998 

3.3.2 Proposed characterisation: Intend and extend teachers working in native 

communities of Cauca, Colombia 

Because native teachers are presently official teachers in their conununities, we cm no 

longer maintain the above-mentioned first characterisation. First of au, we propose a new 

general classification between interna1 (inside) and extemal (outside) teachers working in 

native communities. As we mentioned before, there are teachers f?om different cultural, 

ethnic, social and histoncal backgrounds working in native communities of Cauca. 

Sometimes, these teachers work together in the same schools. We also stated that some 

schools are located in very multicultural settings. There are regions in Cauca where 

mestizos, blacks and natives Iive together peacefully while their children attend school. 

Hence, some schools and teachers are located in very complex cultural and linguistic 

environments of work. Ranging fiom totally native-populated villages to minority native- 

populated villages are some examples of such places. In addition, the linguistic situation 

adds more complexity to this phenornenon. The use and recovery of native languages are 

different in each village and these da not always correspond to the native people's 

presence. There are minority-native populated villages where people are devdoping a 

strong process of linguistic reaErmation. Also, there are majority-native populated places 

where people do not pay attention to linguistic issues. Thus, native and non-native 



teachers work in al1 these complex areas which demand better comprehension of their 

professionai and ethnic identities. 

3.3.2.1 fitemal teachers 

Extemal teachers are those who disagree with the "native thought". This means that 

they disagree with the native philosophy and policy of communities. Because some 

teachers in these areas, regardless of their ethnic and cultural background, work without 

any coordination with local native communities, native communities have named them 

extemai teachers. In generd, these teachers are non-native people ftom first and second 

generations who have developed a disagreement between their professional image 

Cunaginary) and their reality of work settings. Also, it is possible to find native people who 

behave in the sarne way and they are considered extemal teachers. Besides that, this type 

of teacher is generally Spanish monolingual. They do not know the native languages. 

Sometimes, they learned their languages in childhood but they did not practice and lost it. 

External teachers were generaiiy boni outside of resgumdos or inside resguardos with 

processes of acculturation. They came fiom non-native or haif-native families with 

different social, culturaI and historical conditions. Generally, they had bad expenences 

with native movements where they grew up. Hence, they underestimate the native 

cultures. Also, these teachers were educated in schools located out of the resguardos. 

They came fkom normal schools or high schools located in Popayhn or capital towns. 

Some of them were and are students in Cauca University or some universities fkom Cali 

(capital of the nearest province). These teachers do not have the same political and 

academic aspirations, as do the native communities. Therefore, they work with children 

and communities without any coordination. They are considered more as state 

representatives than teachers in the resguardos. The ethnic and professional identities of 

this type of teacher disagree totally with the professional and ethnic identities that native 

communities want of their teachers. In addition, their training as teachers has sharpened 

this confiict. This situation notoriously affects the quality of their professional roles. 



Usually, these teachers assume roles as agents of civilisation, state representatives, 

transrnitters of truth and superior personalities in communities. Usually, they want to  work 

just in the classroom but not in the community settings. These conditions &ect the 

relationship with native communities and children in school. Because the authoritarianism 

and vertical relationship is concordant with this type of identity, native children are 

usually, shy, insecure, non-confident people and so on. The majority of these teachers 

finally deserts their schools and professions and migrates to  the bigger toms.  When they 

must be in native communities, they become very unhappy and dissatisfied people. Table 

10 displays some data that support these conclusions. 

Table 10. TEACHERS' OPINIONS OF WORI(ING IN NATIVE CO-S OF CAUCA, 
COLOMBIA 

1. Do you prefer to work in non-native areas? 1 42.17% 1 33.47% ( 16.19% 1 7.39% 

Resource: Native Education Office. Cauca University. 1993. 

2. Do you prefer to work in urban areas? 

3. Do you prefer to work in another school but 
in nrral area? 

GARCIA, W. Concordia University. Montreal, 1998. 

As is mentioned in the above table, an important percentage of teachers prefer work 

outside the resguardos (42.17%). Only a third of teachers wanted to work in native 

communities. It is a possible guess that these are teachers who have confiicts between 

professional and ethnic identities. They do not consider themselves belonging to native 

communities; therefore, they do not want to work in such areas. Even if they have jobs 

and f d y  in the resguardos, they consider themselves non-rooted there. Interestingly, 

28.26% 

53.9 1% 

these teachers do not want to move to urban areas; they prefer to work in another school 

located in a non-native comunity (53,91%). Thus, the data demonstrate how these 

teachers are mainly fiom other non-native rural areas rather than fiom cities. 

42.17% 

25.21% 

8.26% 

8.69% 

21.30% 

12.17% 



They feel more cornfortable in their own areas and regions since they have their families 

there and they want to belong and work witb their own social and cultural groups. We 

found that 64% of teachers in native regions are fiom rural areas. This is also an 

explanation of how the social and cultural origins and the cultural confiict determine the 

professional ascription and identity more than the training programs. Then, the cultural 

con£lict is the cause of professional confiict with communities, children and colieagues. In 

addition, external teachers tend to work in their own social contexts due to their fear of 

more exigent dynamics in urban areas. The social and professional prestige of teachers are 

higher in rural areas than in urban areas. They are more recognised in areas where the 

literacy rate is lower as in mral areas. 

If we consider that 60% of teachers who work in native regions of Cauca belong to the 

later menti.oned typology, it is also important to consider the necessities of training and 

replacing these teachers. Also, it is important to consider the situation for the new recruits, 

in-service-training programs, novice teacher training programs, and cumculum 

development of teacher programs. Nevertheless, we should draw attention toward the 

attitudinal change of these teachers when they become involved in native poiitical 

movements. As we mentioned in the first part of this chapter, some non-native teachers 

(especiaily second-generation teachers) become very akin with the native movements 

when they establish relationships to native colieagues or native organisations. Some of 

these teachers have made important contributions to the development of native education 

only after they have understood the native educational policies and have resolved their 

conflicts. 

3.3.2.2 Infernal teachers 

Interna1 teachers are those who work and behave according to the community's 

thoughts. The communities establish their professional identity more than the state goals. 

The majority of these teachers are native people who were bom in resguardos and they 

know the native language and Spanish. These teachers were chosen for native 

communities and political organisations based on the individual's responsibility and affiniiy 



with native policy. The families of these teachers were people who regularly engaged in 

native political struggles. Usually, these teachers were young people, weli known in the 

communities as coliaborators, dynarnic and honest people. Also, It is important to 

consider that some non-native teachers who have engaged in the native struggles over the 

last years are also considered interna1 teachers for native communities. An intemal teacher 

expresses some of the distinctions between these two types of teachers: 

Nosofros trabcrjamos de igual a iguai, mientras que hqy profesores que son 
licenciados y la misma comunidd le dice a uno que trrrbajan uno O dos dIas, la 
cornunidad no quiere aceptar esus personas ad, prefleren el personal de la 
misma region, que tenga quinto de primmtz pera son personas que colaboran 
con la vereda..los profesores de afiera ve&m a confradecir las opiniones y 
Zàs idèas que tiene la gente de la cornunidadporque los que vienen de afuera no 
vienen a desernpekr su labor de amerdo con la comuniw  sino que serfa con Io 
de ellos y la cornunidad se vendria a aislm y no habriù integracibn entre la 
cornunidad y elprofesor.3g (N#-9) 

Because the development of political and ideo1ogical roles has been more important for 

native communities, the teachers' academic skills were not the most important 

requirements for being chosenm. Native communities and organisations designated, paid 

and took care of some people as teachers because the Colombian government aliowed it in 

1978 (Decree 1 142/78) -native communities could choose their own teachers-. This 

decree gave a more flexible outline of teacher and teaching which allowed communities to 

choose the more responsible and kindred people in their communities. A native fkst- 

generation teacher comments: 

(2- i Q ~ é  es importante para ser un buen maestro interno? 

39 We are not university graduates but we work like extemal teachers. Nevertheless, communities tell us 
that externai teachers work just one or two days and the community does not accept such people. They 
prefer people from the same region who have elementaq education but collaborate with the village. 
Exterd teachers are against the community's ideas because they do not respect ttie community's 
opinions. They know their own opinions. Thus, the community is isolated and there is no integration 
between the community and the professor @IN-9). 
40 Native parents wanted their children to learn writing, reading and general mathematics but these 
parameters of leaming have graduaily changed. Presentiy, parents also demand some academic and 
scientific W s  in childeducation. 



A/ Que el maestro conozca y valore la vivencia de las cornunidades indigenas. 
Nada sacariamos que el maestro sea indigena y desconozca los propios valores. .. 
Hqy maestros no indfgenas que aporîan a la cultura indr'gena.. Algunas veces, el 
maestro solo se dedica a dar ordenes pero no trabaja con los ninos ni tampoco se 
mete con t h  la cornunidad Que hable la lengua también es importante y 
hba je  en la huerta para que el nifio entiendà y se ubique no solo que trubaje de 
mernoria. 

Q- @ales son las defiiencius de los maestros infernos? 
Los maestros indigenas casi no saben leer y escribir bien por es0 no parficipan 
en foros ni pueden hacer quedar bien a la comunidipor fiera. .. debemos rendir 
en la parte academica pero desde la parte cultural" (MV-1). 

To be such a teacher was a social affiliation since teachers did not receive salaries during 

the first months of year. Then, teachers had to work in agriculture or other community- 

paid work in order to survive. Sometimes, the whole community took care of the teachers' 

f m s  enabiing the teachers' fbnction. These unfavourable economic and labour conditions 

of teaching had an impact on their professional status. These teachers were not 

incorporated in the officiai ranking, not considered for further up-to-date official training, 

nor did they receive state guarantees. In addition, the training of these teachers is more an 

ernpirical practice that States a ideological role for the survival of native cultures. The 

academic skiils have been acquired during the last years but these continue to play a 

secondary role. As an example, an internal teacher expressed when she was criticised for 

her academic teaching in native schools: "Para que enseiiar tanta mafematicas si los que 

mas saben matematicas son los que mas raban"''. Hence, they are very critical about 

keeping their professionai identity in the fiamework of ethnic and politicai identity and 

necessities. 

What is important in order to be a good teacher? 
Teachers must know and give value to the native community's experiences. We get nothing if a teacher is 
native but hefshe is  unaware about our values ... There are non-native teacher who contribute to the native 
culture ... Some times, teacher just gives orders but he/she does not work with children either with ail 
community. Also, it is important that he/she tallcs the native Ianguage and works in the vegetable garden 
in order to explain the children not only using the memory. 
Which are the deficiencies that internal teachers have? 
Internai teachers do not know reading and writing very well. Therefore, they do not participate in forums 
or meetings and they do not represent the community in good way ... We must improve in the academic 
part but from the culhval part (NN-1). 
42 Why should math be taught? There are people who already know math but steal. 



Also, it is important to consider that for native communities, the teaching profession and 

the school function are not as important as other social and cuitural processes in child 

education. They involve children in cultural, social and hktorical dynarnics allowing them 

to socialise in native patterns, to reproduce the culture and to suMve as groups. Then, 

leamhg is more a social and cultural act than an academic one. Alike, native comrnunities 

and organisations know that specific patterns of leamîng in schools for native children 

have not been researched enough. The development of a native or cultural pedagogy is 

necessary in order to incorporate new concepts and paradigrns, which allow to legitimise 

native aspirations and lead to better understanding. In this sense, native organisations are 

playing an important function throughout their Bilingual Educational Programs. These 

prograrns are running important processes of research and they try to build new 

pedagogical and educational fiameworks according to the community's needs. The bigger 

obstacles of these initiatives are the regional educational institutions over the national 

ones. 

Finally, some specific cultural and social factors should be established (gender, age, civil 

status, econornical position, studies, background, etc.) in order to analyse the teachers' 

ethnic and professional identity in native regions of Cauca, Colombia. The professional 

identity of the teacher is related to the native identity. Then, it is necessary to maintain and 

develop the natural, social and cultural conditions for practising as a native teacher, in 

order to be a native teacher. The specific labour conditions and natural environment of 

teaching point out the native teachers' roles and identities. Since the native philosophy and 

thought are in relationship with the nature where natives live, it is important to respect and 

maintain the native styles of living, settlement, social organisation, authority, education 

and so on. This Chapter is a first description of teachwers and teaching practices in native 

communities in Cauca, Colombia. It is based on the observation of current practices and 

exchange of opinions with multiple respondents. Of course, some of the assertions, and 

staternents expresing typologies and opinions are tentative formulations awaiting the 

results of fùrher research. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

TEACHERS AND TEACHXNG PRACTICES F'ROM TEX MUlLTICULTURAL 

EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIWC 

4.1 Introduction 

As the new millenium approaches, new paradigms and agendas of humanity have arisen: 

sustainability, globaiization, high technological communication, gender equity, piuralism 

and so on. Little by little, multiculturalism has become an indispensable and shared 

political agenda employed by western societies in order to deal with pluralism and 

diversity. 

In the context of changes in the world, education is one of the most important factors in 

establishing hedthy, peacefil and weii-developed societies (UNESCO, 1997). Most of the 

countries are updating and gearing their educational system toward the new paradigms 

and agendas of humanity. As a main educational factor, the teaching profession must be 

irnproved in those educational systems, which involve multicultural issues. Teachers can 

play a very usefùl role for improving education depending on dflerent factors. Therefore, 

it is important for societies to establish the factors that influence the teachers' identities 

and roles in the new educational systems. 

The professional role of teaching does not depend solely on the teacher-training 

background. Teachers are not only workers of education but also ethnic human beings 

who reflect their ethnic and cultural identities in the teaching profession. 



4.2 Multiculturalism as an Indispensable Agenda of Wurnanity in Contemporary 

Societies 

Societies are permanently changing. Western societies are becoming more complex and 

diverse. Social groups establish contact and exchange cultures, resources, information and 

so on with other dEerent groups more fiequently (Banks, 1986, 1993; Fuller, 1994; 

McConell, 1993; Sleeter and k t ,  1994). Stresskg this idea, Banks writes: 

When the ethnic revitalisation movements emerged in the 1960s, the Western 
nations were charactensed by tremendous ethnic, cultural and racial diversity.. . 
The nation-states that were created by the European explorers and settlers, such as 
the United States, Canada and Australia, were populated by an array of ethnic and 
cultural groups fkom Europe. The ethnic and cultural diversity within these new 
nations was enriched by the native people that the European settlers displaced, by 
blacks fiom Afnca, and by the large numbers of immigrants and refugees fkom 
nations throughout the world who flocked to these nations to redise their religious 
and economical drearns (1 986 p:2). 

ln addition, these features have been reflected in the school settings. Speakhg about the 

situation in the United States, Fuller states ''By the year 2000 between 33% and 40% of 

school children will be fiom ethnidy/raciaily/culturally/economical1y diverse groups." 

(1994 p. 269). Moreover, Banks adds that 'Not only will tomorrow's students become 

increasingly diverse, but they will aiso become increasingly pooi' (1993 p. xi:). As a 

result of these changes, minonty groups in Western societies have proceeded with political 

and social stmggles in order to be recognised in society and participate fiiily in all its 

benefits. (Sleeter and Grant, 1994; Banks and Banks, 1993; Tyack, 1993; Katz, 1976) 

Issues of social diversity have polarised the politics of education during the last 
generation. The media have focused on difEerent issues over time, running the 
gamut of desegregation, bilingual instruction, prayer in the schools, multicultural 
cumculurn, gender policies and practices, separatist afrocentric academies, and 
cornmon civil and cultural literacy. The United States has never been so diverse, it 
seems, and the challenges facing the schools appear unprecedented (Cremin et al., 
1990 cited in Tyack, 1993 p.8). 

Addressing the aforementioned issues, the agenda of multicultural education has gained 

special relevance in the Western world gradually since the 1960's. Thus, the socio-cultural 



and historical particularities of each country have generated different theoretical and 

political developments. Banks States, "The United Kingdom, various nations on the 

European continent, and Australia and Canada have implemented a variety of programs to 

increase the achievements of ethnic and immigrant students and to help students and 

teachers develop more positive attitudes toward racial, cultural, ethnic, and language 

diversity" (1993 p.5). However, ail South and Central American countries began difEerent 

processes of ethnic acknowledgement at school and society in the 1970s (Cortés et al, 

1985). 

Therefore, during the Iast decades, multicultural education has taken effect as an agenda 

for addressing cultural and social changes at school and society. Thus, this has been shown 

as an alternative fiamework in education that mainly addresses race, gender, social and 

cultural differences in school-based education (Banks and Banks, 1993). Because schools 

and teachers have become a cornmon reality in all communities (Western and non- 

Western) for addressing educational issues, groups who have traditionally had dBerent 

perceptions about education are implementing their own educationai aims through school 

settings. This circumstance has caused some groups to establish a political negotiation 

between their ancestral knowledge and the curricula that are taught at school, including 

the role of teachers. 

Since multicu1tural education is not identsable accurately as a unique practice or 

proposal, several theoretical approaches have been produced in order to address the 

existing differences. "Educators have not advocated a single, unified plan for multicultural 

education. Responding to slightly different issues in different schooIs, employing different 

conceptual views of school and society, and holding somewhat different visions of the 

good society, educators have over the years constructed diierent approaches to 

multicultural education." (Sleeter and Grant, 1993 p.3 3). While Gibson (1 976) proposed 

four approaches, Sleeter and Grant (1993) have broadly developed each one of these and 

proposed a new one. In addition to race and cultural diversity as common categories, they 

incorporate gender, social class and social inequdity. These approaches have been 



mentioned as: a) Teaching the exceptional and the culturdy different, b) Human 

Relations, c) Single-group studies, d) Multiculturai Education and e) Education that is 

multicultural and social reconstructionist (Gibson, 1976; Sleeter and Grant, 1994)." 

Because teachers play an important role in addressing schooling diversity mentioned 

earlier, there is sigdicant importance in establishing the outline, fùnction, role and 

challenges that teachers who work in multicultural approaches have as human beings as 

well as professionals. Based on theoretid and practical approaches, it is necessary to 

consider that the teacher's performance in each approach will be infiuenced strongly by the 

identity, role, problems and challenges that these facets pose in their personal and 

professional lives. 

Because teachers are human beings and individuals with cultural, social, natural and 

histoncal backgrounds not simply professionds of pedagogy, the establishment of a link 

between their identities and roles becomes important. A multicultural education 

fiamework is one approach that emphasises the particularities. Therefore, to consider that 

there is cultural and individual distinctiveness not only in students, but aiso in teachers, is 

very relevant. 

4.3Teacher and Teaching Profession: Core Faciom in the Multiculfutal Ehcation 

As a comrnon characteristic in the majority of modem societies, schools and teachers 

have had a strong impact on the cultural conceptions of minority groups and ethnic status 

groups. Traditional ways of socialisation and education have been modified and 

institutionalised through the schooling system. Important agents with ancestral educational 

roles have been substituted for trained teachers with Western conceptions of education. In 

spite of this, multicultural educational approaches have arisen as a movement of reform in 

the last forty years. Thus, the multicultural educational agenda has been proposed 

43 Sleeter and Grant (1993) also mention Pratte's ~pology. Pratte (1993) identifiai the following four 
approaches: restricted multicultural education, modified restncted multicdtural education, unrestricted 
rnulticdtural ducation, modified unrestricted multicuitural education. Further information in Banks 



theoretically to deal with the recognition of the cultural and social particularities of each 

student at school. Although this may be true, schools and the teachers themselves do not 

belong to the cultural and ancestral pattern of education and teaching of many groups. If 

natural environrnents, cultural perceptions and languages are different, it would be 

pertinent to address the fact that the teaching and learning fùnction should occur 

diEerently in each cultural group. At present, the school-based education and the teaching 

profession basically follow one model. 

Referring to the professional practice of teachers in a multicultural educational 

fiarnework, the teacher's cultural identity should be studied and contrasted with the 

principles of multiculturaiism in order to determine the scopes of the teaching role and the 

impact of teacher-training programs. The fact that culturai dzerences influence not only 

the learning processes (students) but dso the teaching processes (teachers) in educational 

relationships must be taken into account. Thus, the research on psychologicai and 

anthropological foundations of the teaching practice in multicultural settings would 

contribute to the agenda of multiculturalism in education. The problems and chaiienges 

that teachers face when their professions are developed in muIticultural cornmunities must 

be described and better understood. 

In the majority of minority groups (especially in America), Western schooling patterns 

were prornoted through hegemonic institutions used for colonization and the widespread 

adoption of language and economic changes based on Western conceptions of the world. 

This project had serious and far-reaching implications in that it influenced changes on 

cultural minority groups and the role of teachers. As a resuk of the Western conceptions 

about teaching and learning, school-based education tended to becorne the universal 

canon. Nevertheless, if societies recognise that learning should be based on culturally 

congruent and meaningfùl socio-cultural exchange, then any multicultural educational 

approach must address the role and professional identity of teachers in a new perspective. 

(1993) page33 or Pratte, R. Mutticutturai Education: Four Nonnative Arguments. Educational Theory, 
33, 21-32, 1983. 



More and more, schools and teachers finction in complex communities of rninority 

groups and deal with components fiom more than one culture. For example teachers cm 

be trained and hired as agents for fbnctioning in their own or different cultures and social 

groups. This is si@cantly important to the students and to the role and professional 

identity of each teacher. Because a teacher is first a human being before being a 

pedagogical subject, his or her cultural and social background detemines his or her 

identity and role at the school. Social class, cultural values, races, gender, etc. are factors 

that influence the performance of teaching. 

Similarly, the teacher-training programs constitute another variable that influences the 

teacher's performance. Unfortunately, the teacher-training programs, which consider 

cultural and social diversity, have not been broadly irnplemented in universities or colieges 

for teachers. While the student population is becoming more multicultural, the teaching 

population is becoming more monocultural (Fuller, 1994). This causes a dicul ty  in the 

effectiveness of the teacher's professional practice. 

In the United States, current statistics on enrolment in teacher education programs 
indicate significant lack of minority representation. Afican-American comprise 
only 6.8% of the 1989 enrolment in teacher education; Latinos, 2.7%, and Asian 
or Pacific Island American were less than 1%, in contrast to 86.5% for white 
Americans (American Association of CoUeges for Teacher Education, 1990; cited 
in Hood and Parker, 1994 p. 164). 

The teacher training programs in regular institutions do not consider nor address these 

new realities. Cultural and social diversities are ignored in the curricula for preparing 

teachers as weli as in the composition of teaching students. Writing about this, Smith 

(1 994) States: 

"To fulfii new responsibilities including school governance, more comprehensive 
patterns of social interaction, and the development of innovative curricula and 
instructional practices, teachers must acquire a multiplicity of skills and 
dispositions often not part of traditional teacher preparations. Teacher preparation 



programs generaliy focus primarily on subject-matter expertise and the acquisition 
of instructionai technologies" (1994, p. i 8) 

Finally, political assumptions of teaching in a multicultural educational agenda have 

importance for defining the teacher's identity and role. W e  teachers who work outside 

their own cultures comment that their choice for working in complex and culturdly 

different settings are mainly egalitarian, those w o r b g  within their own cultural settings 

generally assume more political positions. In contrast, some teachers express their wishes 

of work in similar cultural and social conditions. For example Smith reports, "Recent 

studies suggest novice white rniddle class teachers generally want to work with students 

like themselves, and they have an active interest in formai learrhg; yet major demographic 

changes in the United States suggest that many teacher education graduates will be 

teaching students unlike themselves" (Ameican Association of Colieges for Teacher 

Education, 1987. Cited in 1994, p.20) 

In contrast to the aforementioned, Hood and Parker report that "students (as educators) 

expressed a strong sense of social justice as a reason to go Unto teaching. Their definition 

of social justice was one whereby they would go to minority communities or schools with 

predorninantIy &cm-American or Hispanic populations to help h r e  students succeed 

academically" (1994, p.165). Nevertheless, Mohatt and Erickson in their comparative 

research about teaching styles in an Odawa School report that teachers who belong to the 

same culture of students perform significantly better. (1987, p. 117). 

From the information above, the research and reflection on these points would be 

significantly usefil for improving the educational programs. Teachers are indispensable 

individuals in educational relationships; therefore, it is very important to  develop an 

acadernic understanding of the identity, role and challenge that these subjects should play 

in a multicultural educational fiamework. Thus, the determination of types of teachers 

who cm play an important role in multicultural communities would afEord an opportunity 

to improve education. The results obtained will help improve teacher training and 



professional development opportunities by establishing a theoretical and practical 

fiamework. 

4. 4 Identity and Roles of Teachers Wotking in the Multiculfural Educational 

Framework 

4.4.1 Teacher: an ethnic being before a professional being 

It is cornrnon to consider school as a place where education is obtained and the teacher as 

an individual dedicated just to teaching in school. Hence, education is considered as a 

process that happens inside school in the classroom and the teacher as a subject only 

dedicated to such a process. In this way, such misunderstanding reduces the analysis of the 

actual relationship between profession, knowledge and Me, which affects the teacher's 

professional performance. Teachers are human beings as well as they are professionals. 

They are subjects who take dif3erent interests, dreams and ambitions in relationship or not 

with their professions or craft. Teachers' expectations are related not only to their 

professional identity but also to the specific social, culturd and historical identity as a 

person. Usually, identities are complex and conflictive matters, especiaily when they are 

brought together in one individual fiom difFerent cultural, social and historical roots. 

The teacher is a person who belongs to a social class, economic stratum, specific ethnic 

group, particular ideology, religion, gender, etc. Undoubtedly, these and other factors 

determine his or her identity as an individual as weil as a professional. The teacher is a 

historical individual influenced in his or her training and work as weli as in his or her daily 

life by the cultural and social tendencies of society at large. Futhermore, the environment 

and the economy where he or she lives and works influences the teachers' identity. 

Therefore, the teacher noxmaliy behaves not only as a professional or pedagological 

subject but also as an ethnic subject -simply as a human being-. 

Due to modern tendencies of economy (capitalism), social development (urbanisation) 

and policy (globalization), most Western countries have generated, in the turn of the 

century, educational policies and systems in order to prepare a labour force, integrate the 



nation, uni@ the country, and to live in healthy and peacefûl communities. Thus, some 

conceptions about the knowledge, education, socialisation, development, social ideals and 

so on are propelled through professionals of education. The cultural and social diversity of 

those countries have been little by little recognized and hegemonic cannons have started to 

change. 

In such diversified regions of Western countries, the professionals' requirements, 

outlines, identities and roles could not be adjusted to only one cultural pattern or point of 

view. In addition, the econornical or religious situation cannot continue being the unique 

factor for defining the basis of an educational system. It should be based on the 

comprehension of the entire society and nation and the proper and inner educational 

paradigrns in the present and the friture. 

Whereas school-based education is just one of the traditions which does not belong to 

all cultural groups, it is being reconsidered as an alternative development of knowledge 

and cognitive processes in some communities. Similarly, the teachers' role and identity is 

also being redefined because it does not give continuity to the authentic socialisation and 

enculturation processes of the groups. 

The majority of teachers, who work in native communities, were trained in teacher 

training schools (Normales) and Colleges that do not consider the native traditions. As a 

consequence, these teachers play an important rob in the acculturation of native 

comrnunities. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a new mode1 of teacher training 

programs, which addresses the change of educational conception for native communities. 

Teachers can no longer be considered as educational agents who just play a role inside 

schools. They do not behave just as administrators, transmitters of knowledge, principals 

or anything else. The social identity and practice of teachers are consequences of several 

factors and contexts: context of origin (native or non-native), social class of origin, leveI 

of development, training and work regions, the training system (Nomal, University, 



College, In-service training, etc.), type of labour structure, the relationship to  other 

professional groups in society, tendencies of local and national development, and the 

articulation to the new and changing models of society. 

Therefore, the criteria for evaluating the teachers' role and identity should be developed in 

the social and cultural framework of the teachers and not just in the schooling one. This is 

important because in such a way, we do not isolate teachers fiom their generd context and 

we do not reduce their roles and identities to the classrooms. 

SUnilarly, the generd context of teachers is not static. Society has changed during the 

teachers' Ne. Thus, society has also foreseen d'ierent ideal images of the teachers 

depending on its necessities. Teachers have been considered as agents of social change, 

agents of socialisation, promoters of development, instruments of economy, and so on. 

These roles have not always been based on the local, regional or national necessities. 

Rather, these roles and identities have been procured according to  the necessities of the 

elite in the country. As a result, teachers have rebuilt their identities and roles not only 

according to  their training patterns but also to the labour conditions in each cornrnunity. 

Communities play an important role in defhing the teachers' finction and identity through 

social pressures and the daily life around the school. 

Based on the above-mentioned, we could discuss the meaning of being a good teacher. 

It cannot be adjusted only to technical and pedagological critena of the school-based 

education. The personality, identity and role of the teachers could be understood in 

contrast to  their social, cultural and comrnunity ambitions. This new consideration is more 

politicai than pedagological. To train teachers should be for the advancement of the 

communities themselves according to their own patterns of development. School, 

education and teachers are related to larger issues of society. Therefore, schools, teachers 

and education will be more suitable when the society itself allows conditions for such 

improvement. Social conditions influence the teachers' role and identity in the same way 



that these influence society. The teachers' mission is social before pedagogical. However, 

teachers are just one factor in the whole educationai system. 

In such a criticaI fkamework that considers the diversity, it is possible to understand and 

accept the differences of identity and role of these subjects. In addition, in a criticai 

fiamework that considers the inequalities of society, it is possible to understand and 

respect the political struggle of some groups in some societies. Teachers in native 

communities assume a difEerent role and identity based on the history and necessities of 

their communities. 

4.4.2 Main Contexts of Teachers ' Professional Identity 

Ethnic and professional identities of teachers are mainly detennined for three contexts: 

Context of origin (where the teacher was born), context of training (where the teacher 

leamed to be a teacher) and context of work (where the teacher works). 

In addition, each context could be divided into two classes: rurd or urban. Similady, 

rural areas cm be native or non-native communities. Therefore, there are at least 18 

dierent kinds of contexts that influence the teachers' ethnic and professional identities. At 

least three of them have influenced the teachers' role and identity. For exarnple, a teacher, 

who is bom in a non-native rural area, trained in a non-native rural area and teaches in a 

native rural area, tends to behave differently to another who was born in a native area, was 

trained in a non-native rurai area and teaches in a native rural area. 

In this study, we state that teachers who work in the areas where they were born acquire 

better ethnic and professional identities. They know communities, languages, and 

traditions of their ongin. Nevertheless, the contexts of training not always keep the same 

relationship. Teacher training programs are diversified and they do not take into account 

al1 the other contexts. Programs of training can be in Normal high schools, universities, in- 

service teacher training prograrns, etc. 



The general tendency should be to articulate the three main contexts in order to improve 

the teaching profession and the tacher's life. The educational system cannot interfere with 

the context of origin, but it can promote the best contexts of training and work for each 

teacher according to the  context of origin. 

Beside this, the first and second language and cultural traditions play an important role in 

teachers' identities. Because teachers have to deal with cognitive processes of children and 

sociai relationships with their communities, the linguistic and cognitive abilities are a main 

factor of ethnic and professional identity. 

At this point, we can state a second proposal of teachers' outline bringing the &st one 

fiom Chapter three. 

Table 11. PROFILE OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL TEACHERS lFROM NATIVE 
COMMUNITIES OF CAUCA, COLOMBIA 

CULTURAL ANDSOCIAL CONTEXT 1 
Community of 

ongin 

1. INTERNAI, TEACHER 

In the multicultural educational framework, teachers should be interna1 individuals who 

understand and value the cultural patterns of the communities where they work. Similady, 

teachers shouid be trained with significant inputs of leaming and experience of the context 

where they are going to work. Therefore, teacher-training prograrns should consider the 

contexts, the languages and the necessities of such communities where teachers will work. 

Institution of 
Training 

Community of 
Work 

1.1 Bilingual 

1.2 Non 
Bilingual 

2. EXTERNAL 
TEACHER 

GARCIA, W. Concordia University, Montreal, 1998. 

Non-native 2.1 Non 
Bilingual 

Native 

Native / Non-Nat 

Staîe 

Native 

State / Native 

Non-NativeMat 

- 
Native 

Native / Non-Nat 



Each promotion of teacher should take into account the applicant's profile, the community 

needs and the graduate's profile. Thus, intemal teachers (1.1 or 1.2) behave considerably 

better than external teachers. 

Two more groups of factors that determine the teachers' roles and identities have arisen 

through this study. 

Table 12. GENERAL AND PARTICULAR FACTORS WICH DETERMINE TEACHERS' 
PROFILE 

GENERAL FACTORS 
(S0-Y) 

- .  1 ~ertincation 1 Selection I 

PARTICULAR FACTORS 
(individual) 

Vocation 
Designation 
Recrui tment 

1 Engagement 1 Gender 1 

Attitudes 
Behavior 
Characteristics 

Supplies of teachinp: 
SupeMsion 

Excep tionality 
Ideologv 

Evaluation 
Relationship with another professional fields 

Further research is required in order to understand the above-mentioned general and 

Politics 
Culture 

Tendency of local, national and dobal development 
Level of development of general context 

particular factors as well as the questions mentioned in the Chapter Three of this 

Social stratum 
LWWS(s) 

document. The understanding of those factors and questions can help to improve the 

GARCIA, W. Concordia University, Montreal, 1998. 

teacher recruitment, the teacher-training programs, and the improvement of ali educational 

systems. 

Finally, it is necessary to realize that teachers corne fiom as many different backgrounds 

as to students. Therefore, teachers deserve the same respect as other educationai 

participants within the whoIe educational system. Teachers have the rmght to be different 

and diverse. In addition, they have the right to  being trained to train for diversity and 

citizenship. 



Teachers who are working consciously in multicultural educational approaches in native 

communities in Cauca, Colombia give to their professional practices at schools -and 

outside of those- an ideological and political commitment as weli as a pedagogical and 

cultural one. Thus, since this has a historical, cultural and pedagogical explanation the 

teachers' identities and roles are strongly determined by the above-mentioned factors and 

they are behaving as real teachers. 

Multicultural education constitutes an aitemative educational fiamework, which takes 

into account dBerent factors of pluralism, respect, diversity in order to improve the 

educational system as a whole. 
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